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Abstract
The thesis presents a comprehensive study of ultrafast laser-materials micro-structuring with
a phase only spatial light modulator.
Internal inscription was carried out in organic and hybrid composite materials using fs pulses
with wavelengths (λ) from the NUV, visible and NIR, 387.5    1480nm and NA in the
range 0.01 – 1.3. In the polymer, Polymethyl Pentene (PMP), NA 0.4 inscription at  =
387.5nm resulted in a much higher refractive index modulation, n 2.3 x 10-3. Volume
Bragg Gratings inscribed at 387.5nm with 200 l/mm and 200m thick demonstrated a high
first order diffraction efficiency, 1 > 68.5%, the highest observed to date in this material.
Multi-photon induced photochemical reduction of silver doped polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in
silica was demonstrated with 1kHz, NUV femtosecond laser irradiation. The regions of two-
photon absorption are distinguished by a yellow/amber colour of the silver nanoparticles
which agglomerate and formed at pulse energy Ep = 2.0μJ, λ= 387.5nm, NA~0.1. The study
improves the viability of 3D nanoscale fabrication in bulk transparent composites.
New spatial complex structures are constructed within bulk polymer using a femtosecond
vortex beam. It is observed that critical powers for self-focusing (SF) with spiral beams scale
linearly with topological charge m and linearly polarised spiral beams always couple more
strongly than circular during inscription due to polarisation dependent self-focusing. With
high states of orbital angular momentum, complex filamentary structures converging to the
focus are observed which collapse to multiple filaments, in accord with theoretical
expectations. Clear rotation of these filaments is detected near the focal plane due to the
twisting wavefronts. This study open a new route to create complex 3D microstructure within
transparent material.
The thermal and optical phase response of liquid cooled spatial light modulators to high
average laser power exceeding 〈 〉 = 200W at 1064nm with picosecond pulses were
measured for the first time. SLM chip temperature rise was limited by efficient cooling to
5C with 〈 〉 =220W incident, with a clear temperature gradient and thermal response time
of 1-2 seconds Numerical modelling of the thermal and optical response gave excellent
agreement with experiment. The optical phase response with incident power approaches 2π
radians with average power up to 〈 〉 =140W, while above 〈 〉 = 200W, liquid crystal
thickness variations limit phase response to just over π radians while the degree of
polarization remains relatively high. With this knowledge, high throughput parallel beam
ablation on stainless steel at 4mm3/sec and thin film ablation of Aluminium on PET at a rate
of 80cm2s-1 was demonstrated.
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Figure 6.7 Phase changes of Device-01 response to incident power less than
132.5W. The phase response is stable up to average power 〈 〉 =
37.8W but begins to deviate slightly above 80W while a
significant deviation occurs at 132.5W, reaching just over a
phase shift instead of the desired 2 .
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Figure 6.8 Phase modulation of Device-02. The phase response can engage
2 change which is satisfactory at laser power up to 〈 〉 = 109W
but begins to deviate at 160W and above, reaching just over a
phase shift instead of the desired 2 .
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Figure 6.9 Schematic of a liquid-cooled LCOS SLM. Inset illustrates the
schematic of the incident of picosecond pulses and LC layer.
Temperature response on silicon substrate and phase response
with temperature are modelled.
125
Figure 6.10 Thermal response as boundaries without water-cooling function. 127
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Figure 6.11 Thermal response as boundaries with water-cooling function. 127
Figure 6.12 Thermal responses of silicon (centre) with absorbed power, ranged
from 0 – 10W.
128
Figure 6.13 Simulated temperature profile at silicon front surface when
thermal equilibrium is built.
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Figure 6.14 Normalized transmitted power and compared to experiment at
<P> = 26.2W (a) and at <P> = 160W (b).
132
Figure 6.15 (a) Optical micrograph of three parallel tracks (±1st order and 0th
order) machined at 2W, 10 kHz and 250 mm/s.  (b) Optical
micrograph of 3 spot processing with 25W/404kHz exposure with
1000 mms-1 scan speed and offset hatch spacing of 460μm,
overlapping the ±1st orders. (c) SEM image of the stainless-steel
machining in (b) clearly showing the overlapping ±1st orders and
zero order in between.
133
Figure 6.16 (a) Macroscopic image of surface texturing (1cm2) on a stainless
steel sample using diffractive 3-spot patterns. Laser exposure was
25W, 404 kHz with 3 m/s scan speed, minimizing pulse overlap.
(b) SEM image indicates LIPSS with 1-μm periodicity (c) High
resolution SEM image showing nanostructures within the LIPSSs.
134
Figure 6.17 Macroscopic image of three beam parallel processing. The
asymmetrical pattern persists.
135
Figure 6.18 SEM images of parallel processing with 3 spots at 160W, 3000
mm/s and 1 scan. (a) is  similar to asymmetrical pattern of low
power cases. (b) The overlap of ±1st orders. 136
Figure 6.19 (a) Spot pattern set representing the letter M (b) resulting complex
phase CGH created by the lens and gratings algorithm (b)
observed intensity pattern at far field, showing even distribution.
137
Figure 6.20 Optical images of surface patterning (letter “M”) on polished brass
plate with increasing laser powers. (a) <P> = 90W, 30ms, (b)<P>
= 120W, 30ms, (c) <P> = 60W, 10ms, (d) <P> =250W, 10ms.
Diffraction efficiency drops above <P> = 120W as expected
138
Figure 6.21 Thin film patterning of flexible Al/PET with 97W/404kHz using
9-spot parallel processing with ~ 50% pulse overlap and fluence F
~ 0.4J/cm2. The total removal rate was 90cm2/s.
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Cp Specific heat capacity J/(kg⋅K)
Euler’s number 2.718
Eb Bandgap energy eV
Ep Peak energy    J
f Lens focal length mmℎ Planck constant 6.62606×10−34 m2⋅kg/sℏ Reduced Planck constant ℎ/2 m2⋅kg/s
Intensity (W/cm2)
k Wave number rad/cmℓ Angular momentum number   n/a
L Grating thickness mm
m Orbital angular momentum number n/a
m Mass kg
NA Numerical aperture  n/a
n0 Refractive index n/a
n2 Nonlinear refractive index cm2/W
n Refractive-index modulation n/a
Power W
Threshold of filamentation W
s Spin angular momentum number n/a
t Time  s
T Temperature K
v Velocity mm/s± First order diffraction efficiency   %
Bragg angle  degree or radian
 Wavelength nm
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Δλ Spectral bandwidth nm
Λ Grating period µm
ρ Mass density kg/m3
Pulse Duration fs/ps
φ Phase of complex field rad
(3) The third order susceptibility e.s.u
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Theme and motivation
This PhD thesis is a report on the research studies undertaken, with emphasis on ultrafast
laser sources combined with adaptive optics which have great application potential. The
problems studied, deal with three topics: (i) Internal modification in dielectrics with
femtosecond pulses; (ii) Structured vortex and vector beams and their microstructural
properties, (iii) High average power picosecond pulse handling of a liquid crystal on silicon
(LCOS) spatial light modulator (SLM). Although the general theme is determination of
engineering applicability, certain scientific investigations in this thesis pursue production-
throughput and efficiency-and-quality improvement. The motivating theme of any laser
engineering technique in this thesis is applicability. Whether the techniques are internal
modification that changes material properties, the complex optical field that twists material,
or the high average and giant peak power handling that use for parallel fast processing
application is essential.
1.2 Industrial relevance
In the field of non-linear optics, self-focusing and observation of filamentation accompanied
by supercontinuum are amongst some of the most interesting non-linear (NL) phenomena.
The earliest reports on self-trapped filaments and observation of both Self Phase Modulation
(SPM) and 4 wave mixing in solids was reported by Alfano and Shapiro in 1970 using high
energy picosecond pulses excitation in glasses and crystals [1]. While spectral broadening in
liquids was reported earlier [2]., supercontinuum generation in high pressure gases was
observed much later [3] while stable self guiding or filamentation in air over many metres,
termed optical bullets was demonstrated and attributed to the balance between self-focusing
and plasma defocusing. Conical emission around the filament core, surrounding the thite light
continuum is also observed in the forward direction in dielectrics [1,2] and in air [4].
Focusing ultrahigh intensity, fs laser pulses inside transparent dielectrics induces multi-
photon absorption and can result in permanent structural modifications or chemical changes.
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This is now a route to inscribing 2D/3D photonic components in glasses and polymers [5, 6].
Filamentation or self guiding requires low NA focusing optics and can create relatively deep
modifications well exceeding the Rayleigh length due to the balance of SF with plasma
defocusing.
Undoped polymers are attractive bulk substrates for femtosecond laser inscription due to their
low cost and excellent optical transparency. For example, Poly(methyl) methracylate (PMMA)
has been widely used for inscription of waveguides and Volume Bragg Gratings, (VBG’s) [7].
Poly (methyl) Pentene (PMP, TPX Mitsui Corporation) is a very low-density polymer
( =0.83g/cm3) with wideband transmission from the UV to the MIR with transmission
windows even in the FIR. The material has stable dielectric properties. It can be extruded by
injection moulding and has a relatively high melting point of 240C, excellent chemical
resistance, high gas permeability. Its structure, however, unlike PMMA is semi-crystalline
which results in a slight haze. Applications of PMP include use as a release film, LED
moulds and sterilisation case, blood test cells, medical instruments, and blood transfusion
equipment [8]. A throughout study of the optical transmission properties of TPX from 0.4 –
40 µm was carried out by Lytle et al [9] to help optical designers and fabricators considering
replacing expensive, glass optical components with cheaper and lighter modulable polymers.
A wide range of insulators exist that are capable of storing large amounts of metal ions. If the
concentration of metal ions is below the saturation point of the host insulator, they can be
dissolved without drastically changing the material’s mechanical, optical, or electrical
properties. These solid solutions form an interesting class of materials for creating metal-
insulator composites. Materials with dissolved metal ions provide designers freedom to create
unique metal structures embedded within host solids. In addition, femtosecond laser pulses
can selectively precipitate metal particle [10, 11]. The controlled precipitation of silver
nanoparticles in 3-demnsions using femtosecond laser irradiation is an industrially viable
method to create precise conductive structure embedded within insulating material.
Typically a vortex beam has a helical phase front and rim-mode intensity distribution with a
dark centroid. In theoretical explanation, photons in a vortex beam possess orbital angular
momentum. Orbital angular momentum is a new eigenstate of photons which is of great
interest in foundational research. It is very interesting that even in the macro-scale this kind
of beam can introduce mechanical torque to material. Padgett in 2014 [12] theoretically
outlined how to convert OAM to mechanical torque. Recently, Ambrosio et al [13] has used
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vortex beams to generate spiral structures at the surface of dye doped azo-polymer films. In
contrast to vortex beams, the beam with azimuthal or radial polarizations, the beams may not
have a helical phase front but the orientation of electric field can be radial, azimuthal or spiral.
Such beams, called vector beams, show great potential to build novel material or geometrical
structures but the research for the application of this beam is on the way. These kinds of
beams have space-variant polarization instead of homogeneous polarization. Vortex-and-
vector beam technology has resulted in advances in many applications, including microscopy
[14], optical tweezer [15], and electron acceleration [16].
McKnight et al. (1989) described a SLM device with a 50×50-pixel nMOS array [17] on an
active silicon backplane combined with a nematic liquid crystal (LC). Within five years, a
250×250-pixel device was designed and constructed [18] and commercial development of LC
SLMs has been rapid ever since by companies such as Holoeye (Germany) Boulder Systems
(USA) and Hamamatsu (Japan). Phase only SLMs (spatial light modulators) have been used
for a wide range of both scientific and industrial applications such as: wavefront correction in
astronomy [19]; the creation of spiral laser beams carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM)
[20], clarifying the relationship of OAM to spin angular momentum (SAM) [21]; static and
dynamic parallel beam processing with ultrafast lasers [22]; and dynamic polarisation control
for surface micro-patterning [23].
1.3 Aim and Objectives
The single aim of this work is to develop micro-processing technology of ultrafast laser using
spatial-light-modulating technology. The objectives of this thesis are:
1) To study femtosecond inscription inside polymer materials with numerical aperture,
wavelength and increase the amount of refractive-index change an order high than
previous work in PMMA and construct volume Bragg gratings.
2) To study 3-dimentional writing in silver-doped silica and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
using NUV femtosecond pulses.
3) To explore twist structures inside transparent material using femtosecond beams
carrying orbital and spin angular momentum.
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4) To investigate the thermal and optical performance of a spatial light modulator with
250W of picosecond laser exposure for materials processing applications.
In the area of femtosecond modification, low NA – 0.13, 120 fs /800nm/400nm inscription of
VBG’s in a range of polymers with different densities can be carried out with highest
diffraction efficiency = 45% observed in PMP, an order of magnitude greater than inthe other polymers and attribute to its very low density [24, 25]. Such a low-densitymaterial with a large free volume may contract more than a denser material, increasinglocal density and hence Δn. This argument was also supported by both optical imagesand TEM of modified regions in PMP, showing higher contrast than in other polymerswith RI modulation estimated to be Δn ~5×10-4 [24].
A silver-doped silica and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) material is an attractive material for
developing silver-insulator composites which can host a high density of silver ions. The gel
mixer can be cast into thin films, which was homogenous. Thermal dynamic analyses can be
engaged to characterize the composite and it was observed that the silver ions remain stable
in the material over time and at temperature of 100 °C, which represents a remark
improvement over previous solid solutions of silver [26]. Silver ions in the films can be
activated in 3-dimentional geometries using femtosecond pulses.
Employing an optical vortex, especially in fs regime, is an interesting technique and can be
created from a Gaussian beam using a phase only SLM. Optical orbital angular momenta
(OAM), different from the intrinsic spin angular momentum (SAM), associated with circular
polarizations. At this stage, there is little knowledge about the internal interaction of vortex
beams within dielectrics. It is interesting to carry out an experimental investigation on the
transfer of momentum between dielectrics and optical OAM. Absorption of photons carrying
high levels of OAM can generate a torque on the surrounding material, which has been
investigated here.
There is great interest in ultrahigh throughput precision laser-materials micro-structuring.
New powerful ultrafast lasers on the market can now produce average powers of several
hundred Watts and with peak powers exceeding 150GW [27], presenting a challenge for
SLM devices. The power-handling level of SLMs has been limited to < 15W restricting
industrial applications severely. Very recently, Klerks and Eifel (Pulsar Photonics GmbH)
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demonstrated laser processing with up to <P> = 60W (404kHz/6ps) of laser radiation at
515nm on a cooled SLM in a fully integrated flexible beam shaping system with active
cooling of the SLM chip [28]. There is a significant achievement, but is still somewhat
limited, therefore, high-power tests at P >100W are of great interest for industrial and
scientific applications.
1.4 Overview of this thesis
This thesis consists of 7 chapters and 3 appendixes.
Chapter 1 is the introduction of this thesis. In this chapter, the motivation, industrial
relevance, aim and objectives are presented, followed with a discussion of aim and objectives.
Chapter 2 commence with a comprehensive literature review. This chapter presents
knowledges of internal modifications, optical vortex-and-vector beams and details of liquid-
cooled LCOS spatial light modulators. A synopsis for the state of arts is also given.
Chapter 3 is the experimental schemes and setups. This chapter introduce laser systems,
spatial light modulators and related apparatus used in experiments. The fabrication of volume
Bragg gratings and the assessment of their working diffraction efficiency are introduced. The
approach to generate computer-generated hologram (CGH) is introduced.
Chapter 4 focuses on internal inscription. Microscopic results of structural changes of
investigated materials are presented, supplemented with supercontinuum spectral and Raman
spectral analysis.
Chapter 5 focuses on optical vortex and vector beams. This chapter is focused on the
processing using fs pulses with tailored complex amplitudes – and-phase vortex and vectored
beam. A numerical study about phase front and intensity profile is presented and followed
with experimental investigations.
Chapter 6 focuses on high-power tests on liquid-cooled LCOS SLMs. The experimental
results of thermal response and phase response are reported. This chapter also report practical
tests of the two SLM device exposures to picosecond pulse with average power from a few
Watts to 250W in parallel processing micromachining.
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Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the results and conclusions of the individual chapters, and
suggests potential improvements and ideas for future work. In appendix, MATLAB codes to
simulate 3D spatial structure and LABVIEW program upgrades work to refine CGH are
presented. In addition, the transmittance spectra of investigated materials are also presented.
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Chapter 2
Theories and literature reviews
2.1 Introduction
Today ultrafast-laser technology continues to develop very quickly. Advanced ultrafast laser
systems can provide femtosecond pulses with pulse duration <10fs, high repetition
rates >1GHz and average power P > 300W. Commercial development of liquid crystal on
silicon spatial light modulators (LCOS SLMs) has been rapid. The newest technology opens
the possibility of using an integrity system to fabricate complex and accurate products with
high production throughput and promised quality. This chapter provides a technical view of
the ﬁeld concerning innovative techniques of ultrafast laser machining and will review the
state of the art of mechanisms and models of nonlinear interaction, internal femtosecond-laser
microstructure, advanced photonic-and-optical technology: orbital angular momentum (OAM)
and vector beam, and advanced diffractive optics:  liquid-crystal-on-silicon LCOS spatial
light modulators (SLMs).
2.2 Natural phenomena generated by femtosecond pulses
2.2.1 Filamentation
Laser beam with ultrahigh intensity could lead to filamentation in a dielectric medium.
Filamentary structures are formed by the competition between self-focusing and plasma
defocusing effects [29]. Figure 2.1 illustrates filamentation or self-guiding generated by
terawatt femtosecond pulses in air.
Using a Gaussian beam, optical energy is confined in a volume with a symmetrically
cylindrical envelope with a diameter close to beam waist at the focal plane [30]. Self-
focusing critical power is given as, [31]= ( . ) (2.1)
where n0 is refractive index, n2 is the non-linear (NL) refractive index and 0 is wavelength in
vacuum.
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Figure 2.1. Filamentation in air, courtesy to W. Pelletier (University of Michigan)
When peak power is above a critical value (material dependent), self-focusing (SF) occurs,
creating a positive lens with refractive index= + (2.2)
where n2 is the NL refractive index. The increase of intensity excites seed electrons in the
conduction band through nonlinear multi-photon ionisation (MPI), followed by electron
avalanche, producing a weak free electron plasma of density ( ) which rises exponentially
with the peak at the centre, creating a negative lens. Consequently, the rising of electron
plasma density can defocus the beam. The balance of these two effects results in
filamentation, self-guiding over distances much greater than the Rayleigh length. Figure 2.2
illustrates that the focused beam does not defocus after the focus plane, instead of forming
cylindrical volume, coloured with cyan region, along the propagation of light. The formation
of weak plasma in filamentation, caused by multiphoton absorption of electrons is well
confined in the filamentation, leading to a uniform and long volume. The confined energy can
be used to modify physical or chemical properties of materials.
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Figure 2.2. Objective lens and Self-guiding propagation
Zverev and Pashkov‘s work [32] theoretical explain filament length related to beam intensity
and critical power, which is given by
∝ ( − ) (2.3).
The cross section of filaments, which is the region coloured with cyan in Figure 2.2, has a
radius not just the beam waist of focused Gaussian beam and was experimentally determined.
It is notable that the induced wave-front curvature brings the focal point nearer the laser
source so that the geometrical focus and self-focusing focus are at different points. This
means the leading edge of filamentation is moving to the incident surface related to beam
intensity (P) and the critical power ( ) is given by [33]= ./ . . / (2.4)
where is the depth from the front face.
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2.2.2 The third order susceptibility ( ( ) )
Filamentation is a third-order nonlinear optical effect. Third-order nonlinear effects are
physical mechanisms of some important applications, such as phase modulation, nonlinear
refraction and mixing and nonlinear absorption. Interaction of femtosecond laser pulses and
medium induce polarization which is nonlinear with the optical electric field [34].  The
induced polarization can be expressed by a Taylor series expansion as:= + 2 + 4 +∙∙∙ (2.5)
in which is the linear susceptibility, and are nonlinear optical susceptibilities
respectively. The second order term is responsible for the second harmonic generation,
parametric amplification and oscillation while the third order term is responsible for
filamentation, supercontinuum and multi-photon absorption. These are all related and the
coefficient ≝ ( ).
The third-order susceptibility is theoretically described by a complex number, ( ). The real
and imaginary parts of ( ) are the important physical parameters that contain the information
of high-order electromagnetic response of materials which can be used in ultrafast switching
[35], high-speed decoding [36]. The real part of ( ) can be obtained via experimental
methods. The unit of the real part is not explicitly sated while it is given in “e.s.u.”
(electrostatic unit).  For Gaussian unit:χ( ) = (2.6)
and 1 statvolt = 300 v ⇒ χ( ) = ( × ) χ( ) e. s. u (2.7)( ) is a polarisation-dependent tensor which scale linearly with wavelength [37]. In addition,
the nonlinear refractive index with units cm2W-1 is given by, [38]= × 10 × χ( )( ) = . × χ( ) (e.s.u.) (2.8)
When ( ) > 0, the medium is termed a self-focusing material [39]. The χ( ) of optical
materials is in the range of 10-13 – 10-14 e.s.u. [40]. In table 2.1, ( ) coefficients of materials
concerned in this work are presented.
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Table 2.1 shows measured values of the third order susceptibility from previous literature.
Table 2.1: χ( ) (1014 e.s.u.) of investigated solid material.
Material λ Sort ( ) References
PMMA 1500 nm amorphous 3.0 [41]
Fused Silica 1064 nm amorphous 3.8 [42]
ZeSe 1064 nm crystalline 440 [43]
Sapphire - crystalline 6.2 [37]
2.2.3 Multi-photon absorption (MPA)
During internal inscription, the structural changes are produced directly through photonic
modification. The photon absorption is nonlinear because of the short time duration and high
irradiance [44]. The electric-field strength of constrained electrons in the valence band which
is of the order of 107 Vcm-1, has the same order of the electric field strength of irradiance 5 ×
1016 Wcm-2 [45]. Few thermal mechanisms play direct roles because the coupling time
between two temperatures: electrons and lattice is typically greater than 1ps, absorbed optical
energy is directly deposit in a confined volume, similar to an adiabatic processing. Table 2.2
shows measured values of the band gap from previous literature.
Table 2.2: Optical band gap of investigated solid materials.
Material Band Gap (eV) References
PMMA 4.58 [46]
PMP 6.2 [9]
Fused Silica 8.9 [47]
ZeSe 2.82 [48]
Sapphire 10 [49]
Below the picosecond timescale, the electrons from the valance band can be directly ionized
by laser pulses with ultrahigh intensity. The excitation is driven by multi-photon ionization
(MPI) or tunnelling ionization [50]. The photoionization rate depends strongly on laser
intensity and the rate is given by ( ) = (2.9)
where is the multphoton absorption coefficient for absorption of k photons [51].
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For explaining the MPI, a Jacoby’s diagram, illustrated in Figure 2.3, is used. The photon
energy makes critical roles on the order of multi-photon absorption. For example, the optical
bandgap of PMMA which is 4.58eV, is the minimum energy to excite an electronic transition
from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB). In addition, the bandgap energy of
poly methyl pentene (PMP) is 6.2 eV. Therefore, it requires 2-photon and 4-photon coupling
respectively for 387-nm and 775-nm photons in PMP to generate free electrons.
Figure 2.3. Jacobi Diagram of the multiphoton excitation of an electron in PMMA, ZnSe
and PMP from the valence to the conduction band.
In the case of tightly focused beam, MPA can be overrode by avalanche ionization [52], also
called as impact ionization [53]. The dense plasma around geometrical focus can lead to
optical breakdown (OB) damaging materials. The damages can be vacancy, dislocation for
crystalline materials, or just carbon debit for polymers. The occurrence of OB or FL depends
on the plasma density in which pulse duration and external focusing condition play critical
roles in the case.
2.2.4 Supercontinuum
One of the remarkable phenomena associated with self-focusing (SF) at low NA is the
generation of supercontinuum (SC) which is useful for many important applications. Because
SC is a wideband light source, techniques based on SC serve as optical frequency combs [54],
tuneable coherent source [55], nonlinear microscopy [56] and optical coherence tomography
(OCT) [57].
Alfano and Shapiro (1970) reported a spectral super-broadening, which covered from 400 to
700 nm, of the generated light in BK7 glass using ultrafast pulses (τ = 5ps, λ=530nm and Ep=
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5mJ) [58], in which notable that the super-broadening spectra were 10-times wider than
previous reports. When using NIR fs pulses, the anti-Stokes continuum results in well-known
white light [59]. Hence supercontinuum is also called as white-light continuum. Conical
emission around the filament core, surrounding the white light continuum is also observed in
the forward direction in dielectrics [60] and in air [61].
The threshold for SC generation is the threshold for self-focusing (SF) [62, 63, 64].
Bloembergen proposed the connection between supercontinuum and filamentation and he
used the hypotheses to explain the supercontinuum generated by picosecond pulses as a form
of self-phase modulation generated in self-focusing and plasma defocusing [65]. The
increasing spectral bandwidth of self-phase modulation is due to the temporal change of
refractive index n/t. Then at higher intensities, this is enhanced by avalanche ionization,
SF/WLC (white-light continuum) with much higher bandwidths. In addition, it is notable that
SC generation has material dependence, which requires that the material bandgap Eb > 2.8eV
[66]. In most media a threshold peak power for supercontinuum can be found in the
order of 106 Watt [67].
2.2.5 Interaction mechanism
Femtosecond pulses could produce defects [68] and colour centres [69] in transparent
dielectrics. The defects and colour centre lead to significant change in refractive index. The
change resulted in colour centre is not permanent and by annealing method, the changes is
reversible. It was suggested that the laser field (loosely focused and 1-μJ) could directly drive
structural rearrangement [70] and trap stress around the focal region. Morikawa et al. (2010)
reported that birefringence in fused silica is observed in processing region using loosely
focused laser pulses with 1μJ energy which is evidence of trapped stress [71]. The structure
exhibited birefringence features against the incident linear-polarized beam and had a positive
refractive-index change (∆ ≈ 10 ). A photon-induced structural transition and defect
formation are likely responsible for the change of refractive index. It is notable that Cerullo
et al (2002) reported that weak plasma induced by low energy pulses under tight-focusing
conditions can produce small irreversible refractive-index changes (∆ ≈ 10 to 10 ) [72].
Femtosecond pulse, especially with high repetition rate, may change the phase of material
[73]. Material could be melted by the rise of temperature and re-solidified, causing material
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phase changes. In addition, Chan et al (2001) reported that femtosecond laser pulses could
directly densify materials [74]. Rising temperature can increase density of fused silica to the
maximum magnitude and then quenching fused silica from 1800 K can form higher-density
structures. Schaffer et al., (2003) used Raman spectrum analysis characterized densifying
structures in fused silica after damaged with tightly focused femtosecond pulses [75].
However, Saeta et al argued that in some cases, the density drops along with the rise of
temperature [76]. In addition, heavy exposure in bulk glass with high-repetition pulses could
cumulatively produce positive index modulation [75], which can be used to write waveguides
in glasses.
For polymers, chemical mechanisms play critical role. Baum et al. suggested focused 170fs
NUV (λ=387nm) pulses lead to photochemical degradation of PMMA in focused volume and
the highest refractive-index changes is 1 × 10 and concluded that 2-photon absorption in
PMMA at 387nm, 3-photon absorption at 775nm absorption requires short pulses <120fs
with higher peak power to excite the transition [77]. They suggested that the multi-photon
absorption in filamentation results in photochemical modification and leads to cleavage of the
polymer chains and the formation of monomers. Baum et al. (2008) supplemented that using
Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) comparing Polymer Molecular Weight Distribution
(MWD) after exposure - the peak broadens and shifts to lower molecular weight values with
rising laser fluence, indicating the scission of the polymer backbone [78]. These results
suggest the increased refractive index change is due to the two underlying processes, firstly
the UV- densified C=C bonds generated by the chain scission in the polymer end groups and
secondly, thermoplastic deformation. Note that the monomer MMA release is possibly
undesirable for the in-vivo application as MMA is toxic in bio systems.
Heating [79] or laser irradiation with pulse lengths ranging from nanoseconds to
femtoseconds [80] can activate the silver in transparent host material. These processes cause
chemical and structural changes in the host insulator, which produce free electrons that
reduce the metal ions. The formation of metallic particle has size of nanometre scale. A key
example of this technique is the production of embedded metal nanoparticles, where the host
material is responsible for the reduction of the metal ions to atoms, and stabilization of the
resulting nanoparticles. The technology of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is employed on
these encapsulated nanoparticles [81]. Some applications were developed, including micro-
polarizers [82], optical sensors [83], and 3D optical storage units [84].
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Note the remarkable NL response of Zinc Selenide, two orders of magnitude larger than other
materials, shown in Table 2.1. It means that Zinc Selenide is interest nonlinear material.
Research interests include lasing, spatial stretching of pulse width and second harmonic
conversion. In addition, Zinc Selenide is transparent to mid-infrared light which can be used
to produce diffractive optics or simply a lens. The most important is that is Zinc Selenide is
attractive host material for solid-state infrared lasers. Cr2+: ZnSe has enormous gain
bandwidth which gives the availability to generate infrared pulses with extreme short
duration in a few cycles. The mode-locked implementation using Cr2+: ZnSe (850 nm FWHM)
to generate sub 100fs pulses was reported in previous works [85]. In addition, using Er-
dopped fiber laser (CW, λ=1.16μm) to pump multi-crystalline Cr2+: ZnSe can generate
femtosecond frequency combs with a central wavelength λ=2.45 μm [86]. Femtosecond
frequency combs can provide higher resolution for optical interferometer and precise
spectroscopy. Especially, femtosecond comb operated in mid-infrared region can be used to
detect molecular due to the particular absorption features [87]. In addition, the comb is used
to harness the phase of the electric field in such attosecond pulses [87].
2.3 Photons with angular momentum
2.3.1 Orbital angular momentum and spin angular momentum
Light possessing helical phase front which shown in Figure 2.4 is called an optical vortex.
Optical vortex beams carry angular momentum. The helical structures are illustrated in
Figure 2.3. The spiral phase front of a vortex beam revolving about the propagation can be
geometrically characterized by an integer number (m). In a polar coordinate system m
determines the number of how many revolving azimuthal phase, varying from 0 to 2π. The
topological number (m) defines the OAM carried by each photon is equal to ±mℏ [88].
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Figure 2.4. Optical Vortex for topological charge number (a) m=0, (b) m=1, (c) m= 2,
and (d) m = 3. The schematic is courtesy to [89].
Theoretical understand of orbital angular momentum due to the azimuthal component is
presented. According to Yao and Padgett [89], the k vector is normal to the helical face,
shown in Figure 2.5, and consequently an azimuthal component is acquired. The linear
momentum of a photon is ℏ . The deviation of the tangential angle of the helical face of a
point on the wavefront is, = / (2.10),
where is the radius to the optical axis. The photon gets an angular momentum asℏ × × = ℏ (2.11).
Each photon carries an OAM ± ℏ while a beam carries a flux of OAM: ± ℏ, where =/ℏ and is intensity.
Besides OAM, photons can also carry spin angular momentum (SAM) which is related to
their polarization states, shown in Figure 2.6. A beam with circular polarization carries SAM
of magnitude ± ℏ per photon, where ± regards to two different the polarization chirality.
Then the total angular momentum of a photon is (m± )ℏ.
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Figure 2.5. Azimuthal component of k vector. This schematic is courtesy to [89].
Figure 2.6. Spin angular momentum (circular polarization). The schematic is courtesy to
[89].
2.3.2 Intensity profile of a beam carrying orbital angular momentum
The mode of a laser beam carrying OAM is Laguerre Gaussian which characterizes with
annular intensity distribution [90], shown in Figure 2.7. Harris et al. described that the
constructive interference of two beams with Hermite-Gaussian modes results in this annular
distribution where the dark centroid is called as phase singularity [91]. It is interesting that
the geometrical size of the singularity can be beyond diffraction limitation.
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Figure 2.7. Intensity profiles of a vortex beam (λ=1064) at focus plane outputs with
topological charges m= 1and 2. The images are courtesy to [92].
The electric field of spiral beams can be described theoretically by the following equation
[93] for the electric field amplitude. In equation 2.12, the r0 applies to radius to 1/e2 of the
peak (Gaussian mode).( , ) = √ ! √ − exp( ) (2.12)
and hence intensity given by( , ) = ∗ ∙ (2.13).
2.3.3 OAM conservation
The experimental study of OAM conservation yields more physic knowledges about OAM
such as atom physics [94], nonlinear optics [95] and quantum optics [96]. It is notable that in
recent using a spatial light modulator to construct vortex beams are very popular however
short wavelength UV light could degrade the liquid crystal material via photonic
disassociation [97].  Using a SLM device to modulate light in NIR region then doubling to
NUV region is a good solution.
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Using phase matching in a non-linear crystal such as BBO can apply a frequency doubling on
the signal and generate light with shorter wavelength. It is interesting that the OAM number
maintain conservation in frequency doubling, presented as= 2 (2.14) [89]
Previously it was believed that the direction of Poynting vector keeps the same in the case of
frequency doubling. However, Desyatnikov, Kivshar, and Torner (2005) observed that the
phase-matching condition for a vortex beam is different from the one for a plane wave in
experiments [98].
For higher order mode (m>0), the intensity distribution has a multiple-ringed pattern [99].
The problem becomes more difficult. The divergence of intensity distribution becomes much
larger, due to the frequency-doubling process. The mode is not a pure Laguerre-Gaussian
mode, which can be explained as a superposition of several LG modes corresponding to
different p but same [100]. The mode-order difference leads to difference in Gouy phase
[89]. Consequently, there is a spatial difference upon the superposition in propagation. In
addition, Miao et al. (2016) suggest that SAM and OAM are independently conserved when
propagating in homogenous, isotropic, non-dispersive transparent medium, however, in
anisotropic or inhomogeneous materials, spin and orbital momentum can swap [101].
2.3.4 The propagation of optical vortex in transparent material
Employing an optical vortex, especially in fs regime, is an interesting technique. At this stage,
there is little knowledge about the internal interaction of vortex beams within dielectrics,
hence an ideal area in which to carry out an experimental investigation on the transfer of
momentum between dielectrics and optical OAM. The propagation of a vortex beam in
nonlinear media appears very different from that of Gaussian beam [102]. The propagation of
vortex beam could be self-guided similar as guidance by waveguides [103, 104, 105]. Due to
the self-guidance propagation, the annular intensity of a vortex beam can lead to the rising of
refractive index in a hollowed cone volume and give a rise of a secondary beam along the
hollowed cone structure [106]. Vortex beams can be viewed as a series of inclined plane
waves and the developing directions of solitons are tangential to the initial ring because of the
conservation of original angular momentum (OAM) [107] and [108]. Apart from the
secondary beam, the annular ring can be distorted and self-focused to “hot spots” by the
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asymmetry feature of the system, and broken into individual transverse solitons [89]. Figure
2.8 (a), (b) and (c) respectively modelled intensity distribution of vortex beam with m = 3, 5,
and 8, showing solitons at yellow region.
The most recent literature shows that the filamentation of vortex beam can be manipulated
and the amount of filaments can be predicted” (Ju et al., 2016). Presently soliton theory
provides new insight on the study the OAM of light [102].
Figure 2.8. Spatial intensity distribution of vortex beam with topological charge
number: (a) m=3, (b) 5 and (c) 8; Yellow refers to high intensity and blue to
low intensity. The figures are courtesy to [102].
2.3.5    Spiral microstructure
The study of optical vortex is significant. experimental study and theoretical studies show the
great prospect on many important applications and deep knowledge on fundamental science.
For example, the study of momentum transfer between photons and matter reveals “the
geometrical Berry phase” [109], “spin Hall effect” [110] and “OAM conservation in SHG”
[111].
Ambrosio et al. observed spiral structures during exposure of azo-polymer to spiral beams
where the spiral direction reversed with beam helicity using CW laser [112], shown in Figure
2.9. The origin of the mass transport-driving mechanism is unclear. Padgett and Bowman
(2011) outlined how to convert OAM to mechanical torque [113]. Previously, proposed
models share a common element: the light-induced mass-transport action is linked to the
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optical field via its intensity gradients. The relationship is vectoral, as the mass transport
appears to occur preferentially in the direction of the electric field [114]. Recently Barada et
al. theoretically explain the radiation force driving azo-polymer film and claim observed the
formation of the twisted structures requires both spin and orbital angular momentum [115].
Figure 2.9. AFM micrography of helical twist structure generated by CW green laser
on the surface of azo-polymer. The AFM micrography is courtesy to [112].
2. 4 Optical polarization and vectored beam
2.4.1 Polarization states
Conventional states include linear horizontal polarization ( ), linear vertical ( ) and
circular polarization. For these states, the electric field has same direction in cross section,
which is shown in Figure 2.10.
In recent years, vector beams in which electric-field distribution is inhomogeneous become
very interesting because of the great applicable prospect. Two eigenmodes are radial and
azimuthal polarized beams, shown in Figure 2.11. In addition, there is intermediate state of
azimuthal and radial state. The intermediate state is the superposition of these two
eigenmodes. The two eigenmodes with same amplitude generate the superposition pattern
which consists of a series of logarithmic spirals.
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Figure 2.10. Conventional laser beam with homogenous-polarization distribution.
This photo is courtesy to [116].
Figure 2.11. Vector beams with homogenous-polarization distribution. This photo
is courtesy to [116].
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For simplicity, the polarization state can be denoted as Ket notation, │P .  The polarization
states associated in this thesis are listed in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Polarization states
Ket notation Notation│H 10 Horizontal Linear│V 01 Vertically Linear│R 0− Right-handed Circular│L 0 Left-handed Circular│A cos Azimuthally Axial Symmetry,  Ref.1│R −sincos Radial Axial Symmetry , Ref.1
(Notes: is the anticlockwise angle to the positive x-axis [117].)
2.4.2 Intensity profile of vectored beams
The intensity distribution of pure vector beam has a donut-like pattern, known as a Laguerre
Gaussian (LG) mode. The dark area at centre for pure vector beams is called as polarization
singularity. Vector beams has great application prospect and resulted in advanced
applications such as microscopy [118], optical trapping [119] and electron acceleration [120].
The singularity of polarization has zero intensity can construct nanostructures or produce
nanoparticles.
In a cylindrical coordinate system, the scalar electric field can be described by [121]:( , ) = / ± (2.15)
where and are the radial and azimuthal cylindrical coordinates ( = , is the beam
waist and ± sign is the spiral sense. Hence, intensity is given by,( , ) = ⌊ ⌋ = ∗ = (2.16).
A donut intensity with zero intensity on centre. The (0,1)∗ spiral mode can be defined by
a superposition of two orthogonal harmonic functions;
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( , ) = / cos( ) (2.17)( , ) = / sin( ) (2.18)
Radial polarization can consequently be explained by a vector sum, given by,( , ) = / cos( ) ⃗ + / sin( ) ⃗ (2.19)
where ⃗ and ⃗ are the unit vectors in the x and y directions.
Consequently, the intensity distribution,( , ) = ∗ = + = (2.20).
Vice Versa for AP mode:( , ) = / sin( ) ⃗ + / cos( ) ⃗ (2.21)( , ) = ∗ = + = (2.22).
2.4.3 Polarization sensitivity
Polarization plays critical role in the linear interaction of ultrafast pulses with material. For
instance, surface ablation with ultrafast pulses [123], Fresnel reflection [124], Zeeman effect
[125] all exhibit significant polarization sensitivity. For nonlinear interaction, self-focusing,
filamentation [126] and multi-photon ionization (MPI) in atoms [127], molecules [128] and
solids [129] are sensitive to polarization state of incident beam. Gawelda et al. observed
distinct polarization-dependent filamentation in doped phosphate glass through the studying
of transient plasma in self-guiding [130].
Theoretically for isotropic material nonlinear refractive index ratio of and is 1.5
because the numbers of components in the third-order susceptibility χ( ) are 2 (linear) and 1
(circular) respectively [131]. For the effect of nonlinear (NL) order on the ratio of these
transition probabilities (δ) for circular polarisation (CP) at low n, CP dominates over linear
polarisation, but at higher n > 4 linear polarisation couples more strongly. In experimental
studies, the relation between transition coefficient δ3c and δ3l in 3-photon ionization of
Cesium, respectively corresponding to circular and linear polarization, was given by δ3c =
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(2.15 ± 0.4) δ3l [132] however this transition ratio become reversed when MPI is at higher
order (n > 4) [133]. Carman and Compton confirmed the ratio of ~2.9 in 6-photon
(N=6) resonance-enhanced MPI, in the NO molecule [134]. Furthermore, Temnov et al.
measured ~3.7, in fused silica using laser pulses (50fs, 800nm, peak intensities Ip ~
10-20 TW cm-2) [132]. Quantum selection rules contributes the difference. In addition,
polarization can also affect the efficiency and quality of process, such as refractive index
modulation, surface structuring. The isotropic properties of circular polarization are applied
in the case of multi-direction processing [135] but there is a compromise on the processing
efficiency and quality [136, 137].
Laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) have been found on surface-processing
region. LIPSS appears as orientated ripples with a period close to incident wavelength and
the orientation is perpendicular to the polarization of the incident electric field of light. Since
LIPSS is controllable, LIPSS processing is an important technique to change surface
morphology controlling the physical or chemical properties of a solid product. Figure 2.12
presents spiral LIPPS pattern generated by vector beam with orthogonal superposition of two
eigen sates: azimuthal and radial polarizations. LIPPS processing can be used to many
applications including to photonics, security, biomedicine, wettability, tribology and others.
Figure 2.12. Spiral LIPSS pattern generated by vector beam (λ=1064nm, τ~5ps).
The SEM microscopy is courtesy to [138].
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The mechanism of LIPSS formation is not yet firmly established. Bonse, Rosenfeld and
Krüger assumed that there is an electromagnetic wave excited on surface when ablation is
made [139].  It is explained that the interference between surface plasmon wave and incident
beam for the LIPPS formation. It is argued that surface wave or acoustic wave was excited by
surface plasma [140]. Whatever, LIPSS can be used to characterize polarization states of
incident light, certainly on surfaces.
Shimotsuma and Kazansky (2003) first reported periodic structures observed inside silica
glass after exposure of tightly focused 800-nm, 150-fs pulses (NA= 0.95) [141]. This
observation created a new technique for nanoscale dielectric modification. In consequent
work, the technique was used to for inscription using birefringent dots in 3D for data storage
and nanoscale gratings.
2.5 Internal processing using femtosecond pulses
Multi-photon absorption is the ideal absorption mechanism which can homogenously change
refractive index of material. Self-focusing threshold Pcr. can be estimated by SC spectral
analysis. The third order susceptibility ( ( ) ) can be derived from Pcr. The minimum
bandgap for Self-focusing is ~2.8 eV [142]. The mechanism of refractive-index change may
come from densification when high NA is applied. The feature of low density is expected to
result in high Δn modification hence speed fabrication of diffractive components.
Pulse duration (τ) plays critical roles in filamentary inscription. Experiments carried out by
Du et al. (1994) on fused silica (SiO2) using the pulse duration ranging from 10ps to 150fs
report the dependence of the fluence threshold on pulse duration, showing an increasing of
threshold with decreasing pulse duration [142]. For filamentary inscription, the threshold
value would be above 108 V/cm, at the order of magnitude at which tunnelling ionization
makes a key role [142]. Baum and co-workers studied the pulse-duration effects on
refractive-index modulation in PMMA, with pulse durations from 45-210fs at 800nm (45, 60,
90, 120, 150 and 210 fs) [143]. They found that the strongest refractive-index change comes
from the shortest pulses (45fs) whereas at the duration of 210 fs, RI change was very low
combined with lower damage threshold. Hence pulse duration is critical to achieving the
highest index change, especially for long wavelength. For longer pulses, free electrons
interact with the ongoing pulse, lead to impact ionization and optical breakdown.
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High repetition rates can significantly reduce the intensity threshold for Δn processing,
opening the door to modulate refractive index for difficult-processing materials such as
sapphire. For example, Schaffer et al. used 1.4-NA focusing of an frep =25MHz, 800nm
femtosecond pulse train to write single-mode waveguide in glass [144]. The mechanism
leading to refractive-index modulation is thermal accumulation while energy coupling is
nonlinear. Cumulative heating mechanism can be used for accurately thermal energy
depositing in sub-microscale volume. The deposited energy in given volume and hence the
magnitude of the refractive-index modulation is related to total exposure. By adjusting the
number of laser pulses, the amount of thermal energy deposited per unit volume can be
precisely controlled to nanojoule resolution. In addition, the high repetition rate increases the
inscription speed due to the high scan speeds required. The scan speed is two or three orders
of magnitude higher than that accomplished with 1kHz rate.
High NA objectives manifest a very narrow processing window for filamentary processing.
Femtosecond pulse train can reduce the peak energy threshold of inscription. The
modification regime is based on plasma formation. Strong plasma formation is caused by
optical breakdown, whereas the weak plasma formation is caused during filamentation. To
implement filamentary inscription, a laser beam is weakly converged using an objective lens
with low numerical aperture, N.A. < 0.2.  The use of high NA objectives establishes a strong
geometrical convergence of the beam which is likely to increase the rate of impact and
avalanche ionization. Hence the electron density in the CB can reach 1018 -1021 cm-3 [145].
The self-guidance propagation does not necessarily happen in high NA, tight-focused case
[146]. Bloembergen and his co-workers used tightly focused beam to achieve breakdown
threshold but avoiding the filamentation. If the beam is tightly focused to radius , ≪( / ) / , where is the critical power for self-focusing and is the intensity
threshold of breakdown, the converged beam cannot form filamentation. Since the focusing
spot is in very small size, the nonlinear absorption is confined within the focal volume,
leading to a very small Δn modulated volume which is as small as 0.008 μm2 [147]. The peak
energy for irreversible damage related to high NA and fluence has been estimated, [145] as:
= . 2 + (2.23).
When filamentation occurs at low NA, this is accompanied by the appearance of super-
continuum which is a useful diagnostic. Ashcom, et al. (2006) observed that when N.A. >
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0.25, there is no supercontinuum and the spectral-signal intensity is thus changed. However,
when 0.05 < N.A. < 0.15, supercontinuum is often observed [146].
It is noteable that the objective is designated for operating with UV light. Optics are coated
with a dielectric film to enhance the transmission of UV light. It is notable that for internal
inscription the choice of objective lens is critical. A microscopic objective might cause the
stretching of the pulse duration leading to breakdown. However, the optic is possibly made of
several materials. The problem of stretching pulse duration by ‘group velocity dispersion
(GVD) [148] is considerable. This is a challenge when engaging inscription with
transmission objectives. In contrast, reflecting objective is better than transmission objective.
There are many reports using this technique to fabricate waveguides in a wide variety of
glasses. Du et al. firstly demonstrated using femtosecond pulses to change refractive index of
fused silica [142]. Miura et al. constructed optical waveguides in various glasses [149].
Watanabe, et al. (2006) used femtosecond pulse to write symmetric waveguides in bulk
PMMA [150]. Okhrimchuk et al (2012) constructed waveguides in a Nd:YAG single crystal
for active waveguide lasers [151]. Chen and Aldana used femtosecond pulses write 4 types of
waveguides [152].
Volume Bragg Gratings (VBGs) are essential for certain high-cost optical integrity systems,
such as thermal-image cameras [153] and astronomical telescopes [154]. In transmitted
method, the light pass these layers with an angle θ, the VBG become a spectral-bandwidth
filter [155], which is a critical component in advanced astronomical telescopes with high
spectrum resolution measuring photometric redshifts and spectral emission line comparisons.
In addition, VBGs are used as stretchers and compressors of a chirped pulse amplification
(CPA) femtosecond lasers. This technique avoids damage to the expensive laser crystal and
other optical components in the cavity by reducing peak powers well below the threshold for
self-phase modulation, SFM and SF [156]. For example, the laser seed has large bandwidth,
100fs, 10nm bandwidth at 800nm [157], VBGs act as diffraction gratings to stretch or chirp
pulses. A VBG constitutes of a series of Δn layers with a given pitch, . The diffractive beam
can be shifted between 0 order, 1st order, 2nd. order etc. By carefully designing the length of
Δn layer, the first order diffraction efficiency can theoretically achieve to 100%.
Diffraction efficiency is the ratio of the 1st order diffraction intensity to the 0th order intensity
when no modulation is performed. The actual light utilisation efficiency depends on the
amount of diffraction loss caused by the pixelated structures and the device reflectivity,
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which is affected by readout light wavelength. The first-order diffraction efficiency, η, for a
VBG is defined by the following relationship:= /( + + ) (2.24)
where and is a first diffraction intensity and a reflected intensity. The first order
diffraction efficiency is the function of wavelength, and described by [158],
± = (2.25)
where Δ is refractive index modulation of the grating plane, L is the grating thickness is
the wavelength of incident light and is the Bragg angle.
The advantage of using fs pulses is that the processing structure is more convenient than
conventional photo-modification UV treatment which requires multi-step procedure. In
addition, the modification is ascribed to nonlinear absorption. The intrinsic nonlinear features
make the processing area more precise with less thermal effects and 3D capability. This
technique has many important applications and has been widely studied, such as
photochromism [159], lab-on-chip [160], and 3D optoelectronics devices [161]. The using fs
pulses to form silver particles with post thermal treating is especially interesting in this study.
Figure 2.13 show a lab-on-chip device.
Figure 2.13. Photograph of a lab-on-chip device micro reactor fabricated in photo-
sensitive glass using fs pulses with post chemical etching. The work was
courtesy to [160].
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Using femtosecond pulse can inscribe 3D optical memory by the measure of optical
damaging of a polymer in the region of focus of laser irradiation by micro explosion [162].
Optical memory is an application to create three-dimensional (3D) structures for recording In
recent, the processing is also used to produce advanced birefringence waveplates: phase and
polarization vortex waveplate [163]. More recent research has seen emphasis on developing
meta materials. For example, Rapp et al (2015) used ultrafast pulses (170 fs, 790 nm) with
fluence of a few mJ/cm2 focused by a high numerical aperture (NA =1.45) objective to induce
micro-explosion and a dramatic quenching rate of up to 1014 K/sec at the interface of single-
crystal SiO2 and silicon substrate, to synthesis meta material [164].
Finally, it is notable that a very low-density polymer PMP has hitherto had little study hence
of great interest for fs inscription and is the focus of this thesis for modification at both low
and high NA and with various polarisations. short pulse duration minimises impact ionisation,
improving inscription.
2.6 LCOS Spatial Light Modulator
Figure 2.14 illustrate a schematic of LCOS SLM. It includes CMOS chip, parallel-aligned
crystal layer, pixel electrode, transparent electrode and glass substrate. The alignment of
liquid crystal is pixelated to the CMOS chip via pixel electrode and transparent electrode.
The transparent electrode is possible a thin ITO layer [165].
Figure 2.14. Schematic of a LCOS SLM device. The schematic is courtesy to
HAMATSU [166].
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The optical and electrical properties of liquid crystal are anisotropic. The liquid crystal
consists of a thin layer typically a few microns thick and the cell pixels are birefringent. The
birefringence liquid crystal optical axes of each cell are initially aligned as twisted, parallel or
vertical orientation. For parallel-aligned and vertical aligned cells, shown in Figure 2.15, the
optical axis of each liquid crystal cell is oriented in same direction.
Figure 2.15. Nematic alignment of liquid crystal layers. PA: parallel aligned.
The parallel-aligned (PA) LC devices are more feasible to modulate phase or polarization. In
addition, the polarization modulation is novel application. A Jones matrix is used to describe
the effect of a liquid crystal device on incident polarized beam. For PA crystal, this Jones
matrix is given by, [167]
= exp(− ) exp(− ) 00 exp( ) (2.22)
in which and are birefringent coefficient and phase shift respectively, given by= ( − ) (2.26)
== ( + ) (2.27)
and are two refractive indices of axes respectively and is the thickness of liquid-
crystal layer, is the wavelength. It is notable that one of E vector component in one axis
cannot be changed [168]. The birefringent properties of liquid crystal are controlled via the
voltage applied to the liquid crystal cells.
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From equations 2.19 and 2.20, the PA LC device is a form of a switchable waveplate. The
controllable axis of LC material is parallel to the fast axis. The retardation is a function of the
voltage-controlled birefringence . The PA LC device is more convenient to modulate phase
of a linear polarized beam.  For single phase modulation, the phase of incident beam can be
modulated in continuous fashion between 0 and 2 [169]. The pixelized devices are
controlled electronically via computers with application of CGH’s.
For ultrafast pulses, the power-handling level of SLMs has been limited for many years to <
15W, restricting industrial applications severely however there is great interest in ultrahigh
throughput precision laser-materials micro-structuring. High-power tests at P >100W are of
great interest for industrial and scientific applications. Presently, average power handling of
LCOS-SLM’s have induced some worries with regards to likely damage levels. The first
demonstration of power handling at 15W using a cooled SLM was by Duncan Hand [170].
Very recently, Klerks and Eifel demonstrated handling of 60W of picosecond laser radiation
at 515nm along with laser material 2D surface patterning in a fully integrated flexible beam
shaping system with active cooling of the SLM chip, a significant achievement [171].
There are other competing technologies. Fixed diffractive optic elements (DOEs) [172] based
on precision etched surface profiles on fused silica are very robust, able to handle 10’s of
Watts but designed and fabricated for one particular function only, whether beam shaping or
generating multi beams. A competing technology, termed a Grating Light Valve (GLV) is a
diffractive Micro-Opto Electromechanical System (MOEMS) spatial light modulator, capable
of high bandwidth (kHz) modulation of light with applications in high-resolution displays and
computer-to-plate printing [172]. The average laser power handling capability of these
devices is around 60W which is a impressive number compared with the capability of a few
Watts to tens of Watt handled by most of type of LCOS SLM [173]. While in general, these
devices can modulate only intensity, a recent experiment using a MOEMS device combined
with polarizing crystals demonstrated high-bandwidth polarized vector field at 5 kHz [174].
In holographic technique, using SLM can reconstruct images.
One beam can be split to multi beams or diffractive spots (1st order) using holographic
techniques, called parallel processing [175]. The adapted algorithms to generate computer-
generated hologram (CGH) can be lens and gratings [176] or Gerchberg-Saxton algorithms
[177], depending on the balance of calculation efficiency or diffractive uniformity. The
parallel processing can easily increase processing throughput gain 1 order of magnitude
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higher. The designated 2D diffractive patterns in focus plane is a Fourier transform of the
complex field image in hologram loaded by CGH to an incident beam. This technique has
been well studied and applied in multi-beam optical trapping [178] and laser micro-
machining [179]. The positions of these diffractive spots can be adjusted in real time by
changing of the CGHs. Iterative Fourier transform is the common method, which has been
well used in diffractive beam shaping technology. Liu et al. achieved 16 diffracted and
addressed NIR beams focused simultaneously in bulk PMMA to create a series of 19 m
pitch volume Bragg gratings [180]. In addition, multi beams in NUV regime, using second
harmonic generation in a BBO non-linear crystal placed after the SLM allowed fabrication of
high quality VBG’s with first order diffraction efficiency 1 >70% [181].
The incident polarization can be modulated by a spatial light modulator incorporated with
birefringent waveplates. Davis et al (2000) demonstrates the generation of vector beam by
using SLM devices to convert a polarized light [182] in to a vector beam. Inserting a SLM
between two ¼ λ waveplates can play a role as a polarization modulator. The Jones
transformation matrix of the three devices is a rotation matrix and the rotation angle is
controlled by the phase change introduced by the SLM. It is interesting that the polarization
variation requires high polarization purity degree. This particular setup can create a laser
beam with spatial variable polarization, such as azimuthal or radial polarization. Figure 2.16
(a) shows a CGH and (b) shows the designated vectored beam.
Figure 2.16. (a) 8-bit phase depth phase pattern. (b) Designated vectored beam. The
schematic is courtesy to [182].
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2.7 Silver doped polyvinyl hybrid material
For the interest to host metallic ions in insulator materials, solid solution, there are many
choices. If the concentration of metal ions is below the saturation point, the properties, such
as mechanical, optical, or electrical properties, are similar to host materials. The metal exists
in form of ions dissolved in host medium. If the metal ion is active, materials with embedded
metal nanoparticles can also reinforce the mechanic properties of host material [183]
Conductive structures can be produced when high concentrations of metal ions are dissolved
in the host material. These structures are often designed to function as 3D arrays [184],
diodes [185], or switches [186].
Using solution processing, the production of silver-polymer composites also becomes
relatively straightforward. Polymers can generally dissolve large quantities of silver, but they
lack stability when compared to glass. Exposure to light and room temperatures can initiate
the reduction of silver ions to solid metal in polymers, compromising the performance of the
material. In most cases these are metals such as copper [187], gold [188] and silver [189] that
are dissolved into insulating materials because of their high electrical conductivities. The host
materials are often transparent dielectrics, which allow them to be used in optical applications.
Common host materials include glasses [190] and polymers [191]. To activate the ions
dissolved in an insulator and form a metal-insulator composite, the ions must first be reduced
to atoms. The reduction can be carried out through electrical processes, where a current
directly reduces the ions [192]. The most important characteristic of any metal ion host is a
high saturation point at which the ion concentration at which the host material's properties
begin to change. Stability of the metal ions over time and at moderate temperatures is also
important to ensure silver is not activated spontaneously, which would compromise the
performance of the composite. For many applications, such as those that require laser
processing within the bulk [193], thick and mechanically robust films are an additional
requirement. One of the first materials used to dissolve silver was silica glass. Glass is an
attractive host as it can stabilize dissolved silver for long periods of time and at temperatures
up to 400 ℃ [194].
Using solution processing, the production of silver-polymer composites also becomes
relatively straightforward. Various polymers such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [195],
polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) [196], polyethylene oxide (PEO) [197], and gelatin [198] have
been used in the past as hosts for silver ions. Polymers can generally dissolve large quantities
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of silver, but they lack stability when compared to glass. Exposure to light and room
temperatures can initiate the reduction of silver ions to solid metal in polymers,
compromising the performance of the material. A limited number of glass/organic hybrids
have been developed to dissolve silver ions [199], yet these examples also lacked stability in
ambient conditions. The insulating host must be capable of dissolving concentrations of silver
ions that are comparable with the polymer and glass materials previously demonstrated [186].
Early attempts infused silver ions into the glass matrix through ion-exchange [189], which
produced low silver concentrations (<1 wt. %) and very poor uniformity through the
thickness of the glass. Ion concentrations were improved to ~4 wt.% using high voltages to
induce ion-exchange, yet the ions were still confined to the surface of the sample [200]. Melt-
quench techniques solved the problem of poor uniformity and have demonstrated silver
concentrations of ~8 wt. % uniformly distributed in the glass [201]. However, fabricating
these glasses requires very high processing temperatures, limiting the number of potential
applications, for example for biomedical devices or polymers. Solution processing is a
convenient way to homogeneously combine insulators and silver ions in high densities. Salts
such as silver nitrate are readily soluble in many solvents. In addition, casting materials from
solution allows one to create films and coatings without high temperatures. The sole-gel
process is a well-studied method capable of synthesising silica from solution. This process
has been exploited many times to uniformly dissolve silver in glass films, with concentrations
as high as 8 wt. % [202]. However, the sol-gel process is not suited to producing crack-free
films thicker than 1 mm [203].
Using sol-gel method could cast silver doped silica-PVA hybrids, but the stability of silver
ion is unknown. Using focused fs pulse to active the silver ions inside the hybrids is possible
while the processing map is far from clear. This technique is expected to construct 3D silver
structure inside insulator.
2.8 Summary
This chapter review knowledge and development progress of laser micro engineering
technology. It studies: the mechanisms of filamentary inscription, the theory, generating
methods, characterization, photonic-particle interaction and present application of
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vortex beam and vector beam and the infrastructure, working principle and some
applications of spatial light modulators.
The effect of processing parameters: objective NA, polarisation state and laser pulse
duration has been discussed. Optimised processing parameters can effectively increase
production throughput and accuracy and reduce optical breakdown. Optical vortex and
vector beam exhibits great application prospect but there is little knowledge in internal
modification. Spatial light modulator is a mature technique which can use to increase
production efficiency via parallel processing technique. The newest powerful ultrafast
laser is a challenge to conventional SLM devices. This review is a guide to the further
experimental works.
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Good experimental design is the basis of understanding the solution of any given problem.
Experimental methods for internal inscription, supercontinuum-spectra analysis, measurement
of Volume Bragg Grating diffraction efficiency and thermal characterization are presented in
this chapter. The approaches to generate optical vortex beams and vector beams are also
presented along with an introduction to the software package, “Blue Tweezer” for the
generation of computer-generated hologram (CGH).
3.2 Internal modification using femtosecond pulses
3.2.1 Experimental setup
A femtosecond laser source (Clark MXR CPA 2010) was used. The laser can provide 1 kHz
pulses with wavelength λ=775 nm. The pulse duration τp at the best performance is ~ 170 fs.
Average intensity of the output beam is 1W while peak energy 1mJ. Figure 3.1 shows the
main experimental setup which was set to a two-route arrangement. A sample was mounted
securely and translated on a 3-axis micro-positioning stage (Aerotech). S represents a fast
shutter with a 3ms response time.
In route 1, the laser beam was attenuated using a diffractive optic attenuator (DOA) and then
was incident to the SLM (Hamamatsu X10468-02). A pair of turning mirrors were used to
keep the angle of incidence, AOI is less than 10° satisfying the requirement of manufacturer
[166]. BBO crystal is used to convert the laser light from 775-nm wavelength to 387-nm
wavelength in the method of frequency doubling, also called as second harmonic generation.
In this case, the maximum conversion efficiency is 15% and the orientation of linear
polarization changes from incident horizontal linear to vertical linear at 387nm. In principle,
the best position of BBO crystal is as close as possible to the SLM however there is physical
restriction - the laser beam will be blocked by the edge of the crystal mirror mount. A 4f
system is followed with lenses L1 and L2. Just beyond the focal plane of lens L1, a fast
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shutter, NEWPORT 846 HP, was installed.  A periscope was used to raise the beam height
from 110 mm to 230 mm which is suitable for processing on a 3-axis motion control stage,
Aerotech AC3200. It is notable that the optic setup allows inscription with λ775, as well,
providing the appropriate optics are chosen. In the case of λ775, the BBO crystal should be
taken out and the reflecting mirrors should be replaced to the ones with dielectric coating
suitable for the wavelength λ775.
In Route 2, an OPA oscillator (TOPAS-C) is pumped by the 1-Watt fundamental beam at
775nm. Tuneable output wavelength can span from 280 to 2600 nm. The beam diameter from
TOPAS C is ~1.5mm with Gigawatt-level peak intensity yielding high influence in collimated
beam. The high influence could damage the following optics. Therefore a 5× beam expander
is used to increase the beam size from 1.5 mm to 7mm diameter. In addition, the large beam
diameter makes a smaller focus spot for higher accuracy. A routing mirror is used to direct the
expanding beam to an attenuator, so that pulse energy is controllable, ranging from 0.2-12μJ.
Figure 3.1. Schematic of experimental set-up.
3.2.2 Clark MXR CPA 2010
The Clark laser system, shown in Figure 3.2, consists of an optical oscillator, a neodymium-
doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd-YAG) laser pump and a regenerative cavity. The optical
oscillator, pumped by a diode pump, is a “mode-locked Ebrium-doped fibre” [204] laser
which has a round trip period of 30ns and hence 33MHz rep. rate. The mode locked pulse
train is indicated by a fast digital oscilloscope. The spaced pulses are a coherent seed which
has 9-nm bandwidth with central wavelength 1550nm, frequency doubled to 775nm in
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periodically poled Lithium Niobate (LBO). A Faraday isolator is placed between seed
oscillator and regenerative cavity to prevent back reflection. The regenerative amplifier uses
chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [205]. Before injection, pulses are stretched using a pair of
gratings. The lasing medium is a titanium-doped sapphire crystal which is embedded in a
liquid cooling enclosure. Amplified pulses are compressed using a single transmission VBG
using 4 passes, after regenerative amplification. The lasing pulses are then ejected from
regenerative cavity in the method of the synchronized Q switching via KTP Pockels cell. A
digital oscilloscope and fast photodiode showing the regenerative amplification process of a
pulse in the cavity.
Figure 3.2. A femtosecond laser, Clark-MXR CPA 2010 system (775nm, 160fs,
2kHz, 1mJ) is used. The peak powers are 3< P < 10 MW are above
the critical power for self- focusing in PMMA, Pc > 1.5MW.
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3.2.3 Optical parametric converter – TOPAS C
TOPAS C is a wavelength tuneable converter which employs optical parametric amplification
(OPA) to generate coherent light with wavelength over the range 250 nm- 2400 nm. TOPAS
C system is pumped by Clark system via a routing mirror. In TOPAS C, pumping beam is
split into two beams. 10% of energy is used to generate super-continuum seed in a sapphire
disc. The seed is amplified in a first stage through a Lithium Triborate (LBO) crystal. The
remaining 90% of pump energy is used to amplify the weak signal in a second stage via a
nonlinear (NL) crystal and generate signal and idler. Through two-stage amplification, the
required signal and idler can be amplified out of noise by positive gain using phase matching
method. Using an external frequency mixer, signal or idler beam also can also be frequency-
doubled.
3.2.4 Investigated materials
Poly methyl pentene (PMP, TPX Mitsui Corporation) was provided as thermal-extruded rod
with diameter ( = 24 mm), which may have residual stress, displaying birefringence
features and pre-processing work. Substrates were sectioned and ground to rectangular shape
with dimensions 18mm×20mm×10mm. Then the front and back faces are polished by hand
on a glass pad (THORLABS CTG 913), using 4-level lapping sheet (THORLABS alumina
oxide lapping sheets, 5μm, 3μm, 1μm and 600nm) under running water. The final polishing
quality can achieve optical finishing grade.
PMMA (Poly methyl methacrylate) substrates, from Vista Optics (Vistracryl CQTM), without
additives and trace impurities was used, with a refractive index n = 1.49 at 775 nm. The
PMMA employed in the experiments is sectioned to a size (30×30 ×5 mm3).
Silver doped silica-PVA film is prepared using Sol-gel method. Figure 3.3 shows a flow chart
of the sol-gel method. It is noted that silica sol-gel solution was prepared by mixing tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS): ethanol: HNO3 (0.2 mole /litre), respectively in volume ratios of 3:3:1
for [206]. The dilute acid was added, adjusting the pH to 2 for a more interconnected gel
[207].  In addition, reference samples containing only PVA and silver nitrate were also cast.
The weight ratio for these samples was 1:0.18 for PVA: Ag+. Hybrid films without silver
nitrate were used as a second set of reference samples, with the weight ratio 1:1 for SiO2:
PVA.
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Figure 3.3. Flow chart for synthesis of silica, Ag+ and PVA films using sol–gel method.
Other investigated material includes crystalline Sapphire and poly crystalline Zinc Selenide
and the known details of these materials are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Target materials
Materials Manufacturer Sort
PMMA VISTA OPTICS Polymer
PMP Goodfellow Cambridge Limited Polymer
Silica-PVA hybrids * Composite
Sapphire - Dielectric
ZnSe CRYSTRAN LIMITED Poly Crystalline
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3.2.5 Focusing optics
A series of objectives with N.A. number ranging from 0.01 – 1.2 is used in different
experiments. Singlet lenses (N.A. < 0.1) are used to generate filamentation in polymers and
study the dependence of polarization. Complicated microscopic objectives are used to
inscribe volume Bragg gratings (Λ < 20μm). In addition, objectives (NA> 0.4) are used to
generate twisted structures.
Because the investigated wavelength covers from NUV and MIR, the materials of objectives
lens have been considered. For λ=387.5, a transmission microscopic (THORLABS LMU-
20X-NUV) is used and 95% UV irradiation can pass the objective. In the visible range, a
Nikon LU Plan 5×/0.15 was used. This objective lens has a broad transmission band. Singlet
lens made of Zinc Selenide was used when the mid-infrared laser light was used. In some
experiments, microscope objective were mounted in adapters of special design. In alignment,
the crosshair technique is used to keep the optical axes collinear to optic axis. A short brief
introduction of the specific and usage of objectives are presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Specifics of objectives
N.A λ (nm) Notes
< 0.1 387/775 Fused Silica / BK7/ CaF2;
0.025 1400 - 1600 ZnSe
0.15 500 - 700 Nikon LU Plan 5x/0.15
0.25 387 Ealing 25-506-00 Reflecting Objective  x 15
0.4 387 THORLABS (LMU-20X-NUV)
0.7 387 Mitutoyo M Plan APO 100x/0.70 ∞/0 f=200
3.2.6 Spectrometers
Spectrum-analysing technique is used in experiments for characterization of super continuum,
fluorescence, illuminance and nonlinear optical effects. Two mobile spectrometers: SM240
and Andor Shamrock 303i are used in different experiments.
SM240 is a compact CCD Spectrometer for use with a PC. Based on optical bench design, it
supports many different applications where spectra are required, including high dynamic
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range applications. The SM240 accepts light via an optical fibre. The spectrometer is used to
investigate wavelength effect in NIR regime and spectral response from 400-850nm.
In NIR, NUV and VIS regime, Andor Shamrock 303i wide-bandwidth spectrometer system is
used. The advanced system is a research-grade, high performance and rugged platform
designed for demanding low-light applications. This spectrometer is integrated with an
intensified CCD (charge-coupled device) iStar camera. The wide measurable wavelength
range can vary from UV to IR. (200-1300nm). Data collection was synchronised to 1kHz,
TTL output on the DT505 Pockells cell driver of the femtosecond system. Operation of the
spectrometer is not complex, as a friendly application software interface is provided.
Interestingly, Andor system is a time-resolved spectrometer, and therefore the system can be
used for example, for measuring upper state lifetimes and research on atomic physics. Table
3.3 presents briefly optimised setup parameters of the two spectrometers.
Table 3.3: Optimised setup parameters
Set-up Shamrock SR 303i SM240
Trigger Mode external live
Offset 6 nm -
Slit 20.5μm -
Accumulation 20 -
Exposure Time 0.022 ms 10ms-few secs
3.2.7 Spiricon SP620U
A silicon CCD profiler (Spiricon SP620U), shown in Figure 3.4(a), is used to analysis beam
mode. Analysis software (BeamGage®), shown in (b), is used. The beam profiler is used to
accurately measure the vortex beam modes in near and far field. In far-field measurement,
this system needs to be used with beam attenuation. A set of ND filters (ND0.5, ND1 and
ND2) are used to attenuate beam power lower than damage threshold of silicon CCD detector
in beam profilers. ND filter also can reduce profile-sampling distortion attributed to nonlinear
effects. In operation, the adjustment of exposure time and signal gain must be set carefully.
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Figure 3.4. (a) Spiricon SP620U Beam Profiler; (b) BeamGage® Interface.
3.2.8 Inscription of volume Bragg gratings
Pulse duration of the femtosecond laser system (Clark-MXR CPA-2010) is optimised the
shortest number which is ~170 fs. Figure 3.5(a) shows a schematic of low NA transverse
writing of layer of Δn region in a transparent substrate Gratings with 40 lines / mm are
processed by a 0.013-NA singlet lens which is designated for operating with NIR light. To
inscribe thick 3D gratings along the optic axis (x-direction), the beam was scanned layer by
layer using stitching method. An overlap rate of each layer by distance of 10% of the filament
length is set to keep continuity and uniformity. As the length of single process in X direction
is 370µm, 333 m with 10% offset, along X direction was applied and a series of thick VBGs
were created and the deepest layer is firstly scanned, shown in (b). In addition, a
synchronized fast mechanical shutter is used to control exposure only on one scan direction to
avoid “tilt of pulse front” [208].
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Figure 3.5. (a) Filamentary Structures induced by 170-fs pulse using singlet lens
(NA <0.1) in transverse writing geometry. (b) A demonstration to
construct 3-layer volume Bragg grating by offsetting scans along the
optic axis.
3.2.9 Transmission diffraction efficiency measurement of A VBG
A picosecond laser (High Q), delivering 0.5W at λ=532nm (SHG), was utilized for probing
the volume gratings. The output from the laser was attenuated to ~ 400 μW, and then passed
through a volume grating sample that was mounted on a precision rotation stage. A silicon
detector with power meter (Coherent LM1/Fieldmaster) was placed a metre away from the
grating to measure the transmitted power into each order. The schematic of optical setup is
presented in Figure 3.6. Diffraction curves were measured by placing the detector in turn at
the location of each diffracted order and rotating the grating from normal incidence. The first
order diffraction efficiency, assuming a sinusoidal RI modulation, is introduced in chapter2,
given by,
± = (2.25)
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Figure 3.6. The ± is measured using 532-nm coherent light and a volume grating
sample that was mounted on a precision rotation stage.
3.3 Using SLM to generate optical vortex and vector beam
3.3.1 SLM-and-PC setup
The SLM used (Hamamatsu X10468-02) is a commercial product, which is designed to
handle NIR laser beam. This device is designed to be operated in reflective mode with
reflectivity R > 95%. The SLM is controlled with a personal computer and SVGA digital
interface (800 x 600). It is notable that the active pixel numbers of the effective area are 792 x
600.  The surplus pixels are ignored and not illustrated. A short table of specific parameters
for the SLM is presented in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Specification of SLM  (Hamamatsu X10468-02)
Incident irradiation (W) <5
Resolution (pixels) 800 x 600
Pixel Pitch (μm) 20
Effective Area (mm2) 16 x 12
Readout Wavelength (nm) 775
Frame Rate (Hz) 60
Response Time (rise/fall ms) 25/65
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The calculated bitmap was parallelly illustrated on a second monitor [209], shown in Figure
3.6. M1 and M2 are parallel monitors to set parameters in the software interface and to show
CGH’s respectively.
Figure 3.6. Schematic of parallel display using two monitors.
Computer-generated hologram (CGH) is an 8-bit grey level map. Phase modulation levels of
0 to 2 radian is converted into integer number in the range of 0 to 255 (8bit) via blazing
function [166], shown in Figure 3.7. Each grey level represents voltage on each pixel via
lookup table (LUT) [166].
Figure 3.7. Blazing function which shows the relationship of phase change and
grey level.
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3.3.2 CGH-generating software:  “Blue Tweezers”
The software package “Blue Tweezers”, was the main approach to generate CGHs. The
package includes an open graphic library (OpenGL) program to calculate bitmaps. “Interface”
module is used to generate CGHs for phase gratings and optical vortex. The module also
provides grating- algorithm choice and addition of the correction field, shown in figure 3.8(a).
The correction-field bitmap, shown in (b) is used to fix the phase distortion attributed to
flatness variation of parallel aligned (PAL) crystal layers [166]. The research module
“displayCombinedHologram U8”, presented in (c), offers powerful functions which include
Zernike correction and blazing function.
Figure 3.8. (a) Interface module of “Blue Tweezers”; (b) 775-nm Correction field;
(c) “displayCombinedHologram U8”.
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Zernike-correction can be used to fix the phase errors which are produced by alignment errors,
instability of laser system or other system errors. It can be used to pre-compensate the phase
error generated behind SLM as well. It is very interesting that the Zernike correction can be
used to create beam shapes, such as Bessel beams. To apply a blazing function on CGH, the
“displayCombinedHologram U8” can be used. Figure 3.9 shows the adjustment of grey level
via blazing function.
Figure 3.9. Applying blazing function to correct phase modulation response to grey
level in “Blue Tweezer”.
3.3.3 Generation of optical vortex using a SLM
A simple scheme, developed by Roichman et al [210], was used. The single-phase SLM is
exposure to collimated beam with diameter ϕ ~ 8mm.  The phase value of any points was
modulated using computer-generated hologram (CGH). If the polarization term is ignored, a
vortex beam can be explained as( , ) = ( ) ( ) (3.1) [211]
where ( ) is a real amplitude and ( ) is a real phase (azimuthal phase) of a point in the
cross-section of beam. Actually, the SLM is used to set ( ) with the pixelated grey bitmap.
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The black (0) corresponds to 0 modulation whie the white (255) corresponds to 2π
modulation. Figure 3.10 illustrate a spiral phase front (a) regarding to the CGH (b). The 3D
phase structure of a vortex beam was described using MATLAB. The details and codes are in
Appendix 1. In addition, a new technique of yielding dynamic rotated spiral phase fronts has
been developed out by an upgrades work in LABVIEW environment. If the reader is
interested in the technique, please refer to Appendix 2.
Basic parameters, for example topological charge number (m) and application of the
correction-field are set in module “interface”, present in Figure 3.11 (a), the red circles
represents the zero-order beam. If the circle is out of centroid, the circle then represents 1st
order diffractive beam. In addition, the circle represents the positon but not the actual size. A
toggle switch is used to make decision whether the wave-front correction is applied. (b) is a
CGH to generate a vortex beam with m=3. (c) is the CGH superposited with a corrected
bitmap. The correction bitmap is provided by HAMAMATSU. The correction is a solution to
the flatness variation of liquid crystal layer in the SLM device.
Figure 3.10. 8-bit bitmap for constructing a vortex beam with charge number m=1,
where (a) is the spatial (spiral) wavefront and (b) is a 2D-bitmap CGH
which would create the wavefront in (a).
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Figure 3.11. The Module “interface” (a) the red rectangular (top) inputs field for
topological charge number (m). A bottom switch is used to choose
correction field “OFF” or “ON”. The corresponding spiral CGH for m
=3 is shown in (b) without flatness correction and (c), with correction
added.
Original “Blue Tweezers” provide solutions to generate vortex beam, the software
conventionally set the topological number (m) as integral type. That means the phase change
around a circle is the n × 2π, where n is integral. Upgrade work has been done to develop
“Blue Tweezers” and the OAM number can be fractional numbers, shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12. In the Module “interface” (a) the red square sets the input field for
topological charge number (m) as 1.5. The CGH (b) with a 1.5 ×2π
phase change around a circle is generated with upgrade version.
3.3.4 Vector-beams generation using a SLM
The optical setup is shown in Figure 3.13 in which a SLM is used to rotate vector fields along
the optic axis, at 775-nm with spiral wave front. If the SLM director is in the horizontal, the
phase of horizontal component of E can be modulated. A half waveplate was placed in front
of the SLM, setting the incident linear polarisation orientation at 45º to the horizontal
direction. When a CGH with m = 2 is applied, causing a 0 - 4π around a circle, a vortex beam
with azimuthal or radial polarization can be generated. In addition, a ¼ λ waveplate is used to
compensate phase shift (π/4) introduced by SLM. Figure 3.14 presents the setup in which the
L number which is topological number “m” but represents as “L” in Blue Tweezer is set to 2
and I number is set to “+” or “–” 1, respectively for the azimuthal or radial polarization. In
addition, vector beams built with a SLM is possible while the beam has helical wave front.
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Figure 3.13. The optical setup of polarization modulation using a single phase SLM.
Radial or azimuthal polarization with a vortex phase is tailored from
incident linear polarization.
Figure 3.14. Set the L=2 in Interface (a). The CGH (b) is to generate radial
polarization when I =1 while the CGH (c) is to generate azimuthal
polarization when I =-1. Both carry a helical wavefront.
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3.5 Vector beam built using S-waveplate
Figure 3.15 illustrates the optical setup of generating fs vector beam. Electric field is
manipulated to radial/azimuthal polarization with plane wave front using a nanostructured
wave plate (S - wave plate, Altechna RPC-1030-10-109).  An OPA source (TOPAS C) is
used to convert wavelength from 775 nm to 1064 nm because the wave plate is designed for
wavelength at 1030 ± 35nm. This wave plate is made of a fused silica plate which is inscribed
with a spatial birefringence nano-grating structure. Mirrors after S-waveplate are dielectric-
coated devices for 1064-nm light. The advantage for the use of dielectric-coated mirror is the
filtering of any unwanted wavelengths from the OPA.
Figure 3.15 The experimental setup to generate vector beam (λ1064),
3.6 High power thermal tests and phase response of the cooled SLM
3.6.1 LCOS SLMs ((Hamamatsu X13139-03)
Liquid cooled SLMs (Hamamatsu X13139-03), shown in Figure 3.16(a), were operated at
wavelength 1064 nm (NIR) and exposed to high average laser powers. This SLM constitutes
a novel upgrade product for which the pixelated resolution is higher, 1272 x1024 pixels with
12.5m pitch. The SLM is addressed by a computer via SXGA digital interface, shown in (b).
It is important that this device is liquid-cooling SLM and designed for handling high average
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power, high peak power ultrafast pulses, shown in (c). The functional device is mounted on
an engineered copper block, thermally connected to the rear of the silicon chip with copper
tubes on the side for liquid cooling of the unit. The block has internally structured cooling
channels and the circulating liquid was pumped and cooled by a Koolance (model EX2-755)
liquid to air cooling unit rated for 500W.
Table 3.6: Specification of SLM  (Hamamatsu X13139-03)
Incident irradiation (W) <500W
Resolution (pixels) 1272 x 1024
Pixel Pitch (μm) 12.5
Effective Area (mm2) 19.5 x 14.6
Readout Wavelength (nm) 1064
Frame Rate (Hz) -
Response Time (rise/fall ms) -
Figure 3.16. (a) Photo of cooled SLM (Hamamatsu X13139-03) on mirror mount
with liquid cooling connections to the Copper heat sink; (b) The
controller board of the SLM; (c) a Koolance liquid pump
(model EX2-755).
3.6.2 Edgewave, Innoslab laser, (10ps at 1064nm)
Edgewave, Innoslab laser, (10ps at 1064nm) Model PX400-3-GH was used to test
phase/temperature response (P>200W) of liquid cooled LCOS spatial light modulator (SLM).
The laser system was located at Laser Process Research Centre (LPRC) of the University of
Manchester. This system has turnkey function and can provide maximum average power of
300 W and 2 MHz rep. rate.
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The laser can be operated in two trigger modes: internal trigger (low-power output) and
external trigger (high-power output). A digital waveform generator (Tektronix AFG 3021B
250ms/s 25MHz) is used to check the internal trigger pulse for an optical gate in the laser.
Another fast digital oscilloscope (Lecroy WaveRunner 6100A 1GHz Oscilloscope) is used to
observe the modulated laser output.  Using this setup, it is possible to generate high frequency
pulse burts with kilo-Hz repetition rate. The irradiation power respect to system parameter
setup is listed in Table 3.7.
Figure 3.17. (a) EdgeWave Innoslab laser; (b) A digital waveform generator
(Tektronix AFG 3021B 250ms/s 25MHz); (c) Lecroy WaveRunner
6100A 1GHz Oscilloscope showing pulse bursts; (d) Laser Control-
software interface.
Table 3.7: Irradiation power (watt.) of Laser Edgewave (1064nm).
Int. Trig (kHz) Ext. Trigger (kHz)
Freq. 10 20 30 404
30 % 1.5 3.5 5.2 20
40 % 2.5 5.4 8 33
50 % 3.6 7.5 11.2 47
60 % 4.7 10 14.9 62
70 % 5.6 12.2 18.2 76
80 % 6.4 13.7 21 87
90 % 7 14.8 22.5 94
100 % 7.1 15.2 23 97
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The laser mode was an ellipse with dimensions of  12mm × 7 mm with horizontal major
axis, where eccentricity (e) is ~1.7. In the case of high power, the mode was investigated
using a hand held NIR camera (Find-R-scope) which can observe the scattered infrared
radiation from optics. The mode was elliptical as well.
3.6.3 Thermal and phase response test
A thermal camera (FLIR SC660) was used to analysis temperature response and a 4f system
is built and a series of CGH’s with grey level GL = 0-255(8bit) is applied on the SLM to
investigate phase response to average laser power. The detail of these experiments will be
discussed in Chapter 7.
3.6.4 Parallel Processing
Ultrafast laser beam with average power from tens of watt to a few hundred of watt handling
using LCOS SLM has engineering significance, for example parallel processing which is a
diffractive multi-spot pattern in focus plane which could improve the production efficiency
significantly however the phase response to these powerful ultrafast pulses are very unclear.
This experiment will tell us the diffraction efficiency responding to laser beam with higher
average power above to 230W.
A 4f system was built with a pair of plano-convex lenses (anti-reflective coating) with focal
length, F1 =300 mm and F2 = 160 mm. The beam diameter was therefore reduced by × 0.53.
The reduced beam size can help to resolve the problems of clips at the edge of following
optics. The liquid cooling SLM was used to apply phase CGHs with diffractive patterns in
front of the 4f system. The reflected beam from the SLM passed the 4f system and was
directed after lens L2 to the input aperture (14mm) of a digital scanning galvo (Scanlab
intelliScan 14/RTC-5 card) and focussed with 100mm focal length tele-centric lens operating
under Scaps GmbH scanner software. Later, a 250mm f-theta lens was also used for micro-
machining.
The complex optical field applied at the SLM was re-imaged to the input aperture of the
scanner. Samples were put on an adjustable lab jack for vertical control to bring the surface to
the focal plane. Stainless steel substrate (60 x 60 x 3mm) with polish surface and brass coated
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steel plates (80 x 80 x 2mm) were used to assess the machining quality. In order to get to
precise phase modulation, it was necessory to apply the correct blazing function to fix the
characteristic phase front error induced by the average power level. In LabView software, this
can be directly adjusted by module “displayCombinedHologram U8”.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, experiment setup, key equipment and software are introduced.
For internal inscription in polymer material, the main femtosecond system (Clark MXR) can
provide ~170-fs and 775-nm pulses at 1kHz with 1W average power. The pulses could be
used to pump the TOPAS C to generate light with wavelength range from 280 nm- 2400 nm.
A hybrid setup is used to delivery laser pulses to substrates. SC spectra are obtained using
setups using both reflectivity and transmission. Two spectrometers are used respectively for
wavelength 387nm and 775nm. The inscription is carried out using objectives with 0.013 <
NA< 1.3.  Applications are Volume Bragg Gratings and Photonic crystal Fibres.
The spatial light modulator (Hamamatsu X10468-02) is used to modulate 775-nm pulses to
generate vortex beams.  A BBO crystal is used to generate vortex NUV 387.5-nm pulses. The
main software to generate CGHs is “Blue Tweezers”. In addition, the beam profiler (Spyricon)
is used to monitor far-field beam mode. Vortex beams are used to generate filamentary
structures and twisted structures in transparent materials.
Edgewave, Innoslab laser, (10ps at 1064nm) Model PX400-3-GH was used to test
phase/temperature response (P >200W) of two liquid LCOS spatial light modulator
(Hamamatsu X13139-03) chips. The performance on handle handling high average power,
picosecond pulses using the SLM was also tested by parallel processing on metallic substrates.
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Chapter 4
Femtosecond laser 3D micromachining
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with new knowledge learning of the femtosecond laser direct
writing in polymers: Poly methyl acrylate (PMMA) and Poly methyl pentene (PMP). The
threshold for appearance of Super-continuum spectra is used to estimate the threshold peak
power for self-focussing. Microscopic results of structural changes in PMP are investigated,
supplemented with Raman spectral analysis. The microscopic results of femtosecond laser
exposure of a silver doped polymer are presented and combined with a detailed discussion. In
addition, experimental results of nonlinear interaction between femtosecond pulses and Zinc
Selenide are also presented.
4.2 Supercontinuum (SC) generation of λ775 femtosecond pulses
4.2.1 Experimental setup
Collimated beam is focused by a singlet lens (NA < 0.1) ~ 0.5-mm underneath the front face
of transparent poly methyl acrylate (PMMA) sample. The sample was translated in speed 7 -
10mm/s. Supercontinuum generation require the pulse duration short enough. Hence, the
pulse duration is optimized to 0.269/1.5~ 170fs.
Figure 4.1 shows transmitted setup for measuring supercontinuum. A plano-convex lens with
focal length 300 mm is used to collect SC signal in forward resultant beam [58]. An optical-
density filter (OD1) is used to attenuate the foundational 775-nm light. It is notable that the
focus plane of the sampled beam should be well out of fibre coupler to prevent from
saturation or damage of spectrometer detector. A compact spectrometer (Spectra Product SM-
240) is used to attain spectral signal in the region between 740nm and 800nm. The limited
bandwidth in NIR region is due to ability of the spectrometer which cannot cover visible
region. Because the laser beam is scanned in the substrate, detected curves varied along a
circumference but less than 5% which is within tolerance.
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Figure 4.1. Transmitted SC spectra were obtained using fibre coupled
spectrometer (Spectra Product SM-240).
4.2.2 SC spectra for linear polarization and circular polarization
Three-polarization states: transverse electric field (TE │ ), transverse magnetic field
(TM│H ) and circular polarization (CP│ ), are investigated. SC spectra were generated in
an increasing peak-energy series. The spectra for each energy level will be measured for 5
times. Spectral results are respectively shown in Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 which present a
spectrum with foundation peak centred at 775 nm.
Figure 4.2 present spectra for 0.18±0.01µJ, 0.67±0.02µJ and 1.00±0.03µJ with foundation
peak centred at λ775. It is satisfied to expect of an anti-stoke peak centred at λ758 at the left side
of foundation peak is observed. Anti-Stoke broadening pattern is a characteristic of
supercontinuum [58]. In addition, the tail on left side of foundation peak suggests anther
nonlinear phenomena self-phase modulation which is likelihood due to impact ionization. For
low peak energy input, the continua are general narrow with a steep edge at left side. The
spectra exhibit the occurrence of strong self-phase modulation at pulse energy Ep > 0.6 μJ,
inferring strong impact ionization [66]. The self-phase modulation usually generates a narrow
continuum along the central laser wavelength [212].
Figure 4.3 presents the spectral results for TM polarization. It is observed that the signal for
anti-Stoke (blue-broadening) component is slightly less than the one for TE linear
polarization. It exhibits the stronger coupling efficiency of TE mode.
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Figure 4.2. Observed SC, Stokes and anti-stokes broadening Δλ vs pulse energy for
linear TE polarization. Measured by Spectra Product SM-240.
Figure 4.3. Observed SC, Stokes and anti-stokes broadening Δλ vs pulse energy for
linear TM polarization. Measured by Spectra Product SM-240.
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Spectra for the circular polarization (CP) are shown in Figure 4.4. There is less SC signal,
compared with the two linear polarization modes. It suggests that processing threshold for
circular polarization should be higher than the two linear cases. The anti-stoke broadening is
not obvious even for Ep ~1µJ while the strong SPM was observed.
Figure 4.4. Observed SC, Stokes and anti-stokes broadening Δλ vs pulse energy for
circular polarizations. Measured by Spectra Product SM-240.
4.2.3 Nonlinear-processing characterization
When peak intensity of femtosecond pulse is higher than a critical value, the filamentation
could be built up. This critical value is the threshold of refractive-index change if filamentary
inscription is wanted. As the peak intensity threshold of supercontinuum is the same as one
for self-focusing, it is possible to get the critical value via measurement peak intensity
threshold of SC. In this section, interpolation method is used to estimate peak power
threshold of SC generation in PMMA. In addition, this critical number can be used to
estimate two important nonlinear coefficients: - the nonlinear refractive index and χ( ) -
the third order of susceptibility.
Considering to the FWHM of the fundamental wavelength is ~10 nm and SC spectral trace of
continuum is constituted of anti-Stokes components at left side of pump-beam wavelength
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(775nm). The area of interest (AOI) is the integral between the trace of anti-Stokes
components and horizontal axis between two λ coordinates, λ=740 nm and λ=770 nm.= ∫ ( ) . (4.1)
The lines were determined by the method of the least square fitting applied to the results
obtained for the minium peak energy of SC generation which is the peak energy threshold of
SC generation. The integral signal of AOI increases exponentially with the peak energy. It is
possible to change the complex form to linear form if take logarithm on both side as equation
(2.1). The least square fitting equation is given asln( ) = ( ) + .（4.2）
The threshold peak power for SF is given by the equation,= ( . ) (2.1).
The relation between and χ( ) is given by= . × χ( ) (e.s.u.) (2.8)
This infers a third order susceptibility (3)775 proportional to the nonlinear (NL) refractive
index component n2.
For laser irradiation with linear transverse electric polarization which means the electric field
is along the scanning direction, the experimental points and the calculated curve are presented
in Figure 4.5. The right 8 spots are fitted into a linear equation with determination coefficient
R2 =0.99 which presents the static confidence of interpolation point. Let us apply background
signal as ln( ) = 11.75 . The interpolation point of threshold value is Eth,TE =
0.510.02µJ, inferring to  Pth,TE = 3.00  0.05MW. Using equation 2.1 and 2.2, the calculated
n2775,TE =1.96 ×10-16 cm2W-1 and (3)775,TE  1.10 ×10-14 esu which are in agreement with
experiment figures in [213].
For laser irradiation with linear transverse magnetic polarization which means the electric
field is orthogonal to the scanning direction, the experimental points and the calculated curve
are presented in Figure 4.6. The right 8 spots are fitted into a linear equation with
determination coefficient R2 =0.99 which presents the static confidence of interpolation point.
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The interpolation point of threshold value is Pth,TM = 6.24  0.05 MW with Eth,TM =
3.150.05µJ, near Gaussian pulses, inferring to n2775,TM =1.88×10-16 cm2W-1 and (3)775,TM 
1.05 ×10-15 esu.
Figure 4.5. Linear fitting experiment spots of linear polarization with transverse
electric field (TE). The determination coefficient of linear fitting is R2
=0.99.
Figure 4.6. Linear fitting experiment spots of linear polarization with transverse
magnetic field (TM). The determination coefficient of linear fitting is
R2 =0.99.
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For laser irradiation with circular polarization, the experimental points and the calculated
curve are presented in Figure 4.7. The right 5 spots are fitted into a linear equation with
determination coefficient R2 =0.99 which presents the static confidence of interpolation point.
The interpolation point of threshold value is Pth,CP =4.02  0.05MW with Eth,CP = 0.680.02µJ,
near Gaussian pulses, inferring to n2775,CP =1.46×10-16 cm2W-1 and (3)775,CP  8.21 ×10-15 esu.
Figure 4.7. Linear fitting experiment spots of linear polarization with circular
polarization. The determination coefficient of linear fitting is R2 =0.98.
This investigation revealed that continuum generation depends on the polarization state of the
incident light linear (TE and TM) and circular polarization (C) exhibit a difference which
indicates that the ratio of critical powers / >1. It is observed stronger coupling and
higher refractive-index modulation with linear polarization, especially for linear TE
polarization (evidence reference). From the measured threshold energies for SC, ~0.51J
(linear) and ~0 .69μJ (circular), the polarization dependent peak powers is ~1.35. The result
is close to the theoretical result: 1.5 [131].
The band gap of PMMA is 4.58 eV [46] while photon energy of 775 nm light is 1.55 eV.
Hence the multi-photon ionization is triggered by 3-photon absorption. In addition, the pulse
duration is ~170 fs, leading to significant impact ionization. Electron density in weak plasma
may reach to 1019cm-3, leading to permanent refractive-index modulation.
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4.3 Inscription within poly methyl pentene (PMP)
4.3.1 Linear absorption
PMP has a semi-transparent window for ~10µm MIR light which allows thermal effects
observed by a FLIR camera. Optical setup is shown Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9(a). The optical
setup is shown in Figure 4.8. 5-mm collimated OPA beam with signal (1064 nm) and idler
(2869 nm) with average power P~50 mW is focused by a ZnSe lens below the surface of a
PMP substrate. A calibrated thermal camera (model FLIR SC660, sensitive from 8μm-15μm,
mid-wave infrared) was used to detect IR signals in thermal imaging to analyse the thermal
effects during internal inscription. This camera was placed on a tripod at distance of ∼1 m
from the investigated targets and later brought closer to within ∼0.4 m for higher resolution
images. It was possible also to take real time videos with this camera. Another NIR camera
(Find-R-scope) is used to watch the scatter light from optic.
Figure 4.8. Optical setup of the observation of thermal effects.
A thermal-diffusion study was carried out.  The PMP exhibited high or reasonable
transmission in MIR region. The centre temperature achieved to saturation within 6s, shown
in Figure 4.9(b). By naked eyes, clear super-continuum phenomenon which is accompanied
with filamentation, is observed, shown in (c), because the beam is invisible. It has been
observed that the OPA beam consists of other 3 visible components, shown in shown in (d).
Two visible components are respectively the signal of second harmonic component (532nm:
green) of signal (1064nm), the third harmonic component (λ601: red) of frequency difference
of idler (2869nm) and signal (1064nm). The source of blue component is unknown. The three
visible components are all weak. They have less chance to ignite strong filamentation and
white continuum signal. It concludes that nonlinear coupling does happen. Consequently,
nonlinear absorption combined with linear absorption happen in the case.
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Figure 4.9. (a) FLIR thermal imaging; (b) line heat source; (c) Visible filamentary line
(d) SHG or THG of frequency-difference and frequency-summation signals.
Notably PMP is not completely transmitted for NIR light and the external transmittance for
PMP is shown in Figure 4.10. PMP has an absorption band between 1.1 μm -1.3 μm and in
the NIR band the transmittance rate drops from 97% to 45% [9]. Inscription with NIR fs
pulse, it is arguable that interacting mechanism for lattice vibration induced by EM wave
cannot be ignored. Linear absorption may cause heat effect, which leads to the processing
becoming uncontrollable. For undirected bandgap material, coupling can generate phonons
which can also lead to thermal effect.
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Figure 4.10. External transmittance for PMP in thickness: 1.27mm, 2.54mm and 5.06m
for near infrared light (940 -2850nm). This transmission spectrum is courtesy
to Lytle et al [9].
Hence for, the absorption at 1140 nm is chosen for studying and at this wavelength PMP is
nearly half transmission. Transmission (T1140nm) at is measured at ~ 0.5. Beer Lambert law is
applied [34]. = (1 − ) = 0.5 (4.3)
and = ( )( ) (4.4) [34]
In addition, = (4.5)
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where = 1.423 and K is a complex number. To solve the equation 4.3. Linear absorption
coefficient ( ) is derived as ~ 0.61 cm-1, which exhibits that linear absorption is significant.
Lytle et al investigated the external transmittance of PMP in a viable wavelength range but in
the case of a light source of a 2700-K tungsten lamp. This kind of light source couldn’t
generate nonlinear effects. To supplement more knowledge for femtosecond laser pulse,
external transmission rates of a 10-mm thick sample corresponding to collimated beam
(~5mm and 170fs) with wavelength ranged 470 nm -750 nm are measured. from Figure 4.11
shows coincidence of two sets of results with 500 m- 700 nm while the transmission rate for
fs pulse is slightly less than previous one [9]. The comparison suggests transmission rate for
the two lights is almost same. For a collimated beam, the filamentation is not obvious due to
the short optical length in the PMP. The built-in temperature field in neighbourhood of
geometrical focus provide clues of mechanisms.
Figure 4.11. External transmission of PMP measured with a sample thickness of 10
mm.
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4.3.2 Filamentary inscription using VIS fs pulses
The pulse duration versus wavelength of the OPA beam is presented in Figure 4.12.
Optimisation in the Clark MXR compressor was also required to optimise pulse length. The
minimum pulse length of 150fs was observed at 600nm output which minimises optical
breakdown. In supplement, supercontinuum spectra were used as diagnostic signal using the
wideband spectrometer (Andor Shamrock).
Figure 4.12. τ (full width at half maximum) corresponding to wavelength λ.
A set of  filamentary strucures, presented in Figure 4.10, were inscribed using a single-beam
low NA inscription at different wavelength with a pulse energy Ep = 1±0.073 μJ (1σ) and
transverse scan speed of 1 mm/sec. The breakdown failure is more serious in long
wavelength region. That means nonlinear coupling efficiency drops when the wavelength is
rising. Another notable manifestation is the beginning of these filamentary structures is
moving to the front surface, accompanied with the accompanied with the drop of the
wavelength and the fitting function is quadratic rather than linear shift.
It is seen that the breakdown failure is more serious in long wavelength region. That means
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manifestation is the beginning of these filamentary structures is moving to the front surface,
accompanied with the accompanied with the drop of the wavelength and the fitting function
is quadratic rather than linear shift. The result is coincidence to [214].
Figure 4.13. Microscopic structures generated by laser pulses τ~ 180fs, Ep =
1±0.073 μJ (1σ) and λ = 550, 560 … and 680 nm in poly methyl
pentene (PMP). The red arrow represents the propagation direction of
incident beam.
4.3.3 Filamentary length versus pulse energy
This beam with 387 nm wavelength is focused by a NUV microscope objective with NA 0.4
(THORLABS LMU-20X-NUV). Optics are coated with an anti-reflection (AR) dielectric
coating to enhance the transmission of UV light. Transmittance was measured to be 99%. It is
notable that for internal inscription the choice of objective lens is critical. The microscope
which is made of several optical materials can stretch of pulse duration. The problem of
stretching pulse duration by ‘group velocity dispersion (GVD)’ [215] is considerable. In
contrast, reflecting objectives avoid this problem. By transversely scanning with vertical
polarization, a series of Δn layers are obtained, observed from side-view. The laser beam
comes from right side and the start point is clearly in front of geometrical focus, moving
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closer to the source with increasing energy, shown in Figure 4.14 (a). The result is satisfied to
those observed by Sudrie et al’s work [216]. In (b), the fitting equation has coincidence of the
estimation of Zverev and Pashkov [217]. The Processing maximum length is Rayleigh length
(RL) of a focused Gaussian beam = (4.6),
where 2w is beam waist diameter and2 ~ . (4.7),
NA is the effective number depending on the focusing optics.
Because the calculated beam waist ( 2 ) is lower than diffractive limitation (1μm), the
experimental measure data is applied. Therefor in linear case, processing length
Figure 4.14. (a) Δn modulation in bulk PMP and (b) measured filament length with
power function fit shows the exponent = 0.53, close to theoretical value 0.5
of Zverev and Pashkov ‘s work [217].
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2 ≈ 2 × ≈ 32 .
In contrast, the processing maximum length of filamentation, shown in the micrograph of
Figure 4.14, is 107.9 μm >> 2RL (~32.0 μm) . Actually, the shortest length is close to 2 .
That means filamentation mechanism can make processing length much longer.
4.3.4 Low NA volume Bragg gratings (VBGs) inscription
VBG’s were fabricated using femtosecond pulses at two wavelengths, respectively generated
using second harmonic generation (SHG) via BBO crystal and optical parametric
amplification (OPA) via TOPAS-C. In each case, the Bragg diffraction efficiency (DE) for
gratings of single layer was low. Gratings of 1 -30 layers and 0.3 – 2.5 mm thickness were
created with stitching overlap method. The processing time costs 8 seconds per scan 400s per
mm2 (50 lines/mm). The total time to create VBG is 0.2 ~ 4 hours. Work performance of
gratings fabricated with two wavelengths is respectively presented in Figure 4.15. For scan
parameters, refer to Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
Figure 4.15. (a) 4 × 4 × 2mm thick VBG inscribed in PMP at = 387.5nm and NA=
0.1 with RI modulation n 1.10-4, (b) first order diffraction at the
Bragg angle for 1.5 mm thick, 10µm pitch VBG inscribed at  = 670nm
reaching 1 = 63% with almost no coupling to minus first order.
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Notably, some residual scatter is apparent, attributable to a small contribution of dielectric
breakdown. With 2-mm thick gratings, first order diffraction efficiency 1 is higher than 60%.
Using Kogelnik’s equation [158],= sin ( Δ / cos ) (2.25)
we can infer n  1×10-4, where L is the grating thickness, ∆ is the RI modulation, 
(532nm) is the incident wavelength and is the Bragg angle. This n is a factor of 5 lower
than observed in PMP by Mochizuki et al [218].  However, the quality appeared good with a
relatively low level of light scatter.
Table 4.1: Processing parameter of low NA inscription
Nonlinear Method SHG and OPA
NA <0.18
Scan Speed 0.5 mm/s
Ep 0.5 µJ
τ ~170 fs
Table 4.2: DE and n of VBG fabricated with = 387.5/670 nm and p170fs.
Λ (nm) NA Thickness
(mm)
(l/mm) 1 n
387.5 0.08 2 100 > 60% 1.00×10-4
670 0.15 1.5 100 ~63% 1.03×10-4
Figure 4.16 presents diffractive efficiency (DE) of volume Bragg gratings (VBGs) with
thickness up to 2.5 mm. The gratings were fabricated using OPA beam with =670 nm and
p170 fs. The measurement of theoretical and measured diffraction efficiencies is listed in
Table 4.3. The limitation of absolute diffraction efficiency comes from an increasing level of
scatter due to optical breakdown. The theoretical fit is due to equation 2.25 with ∆ = 1 ×10 .
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Figure 4.16. The first order DE with grating thickness in PMP and theoretical curve
due to Kogelnick equation [158] based on n =1.0 x 10-4. The absolute
diffraction efficiency is saturated at 67.5% by scatter loss due to optical
breakdown.
Table 4.3: Diffraction efficiency of 2.5 mm VBG, fabricated
with =670 nm and p170fs
Relative diffraction efficiency 1=I+1/I0 95%
Absolute diffraction Efficiency 1=I+1/IT 67.5%
4.3.5 Supercontinuum in PMP
The experimental set-up used retro-reflection of the continuum from an aluminised mirror
placed immediately behind the mounted PMP sample and optical setup is showing in Figure
4.17. This reflected light was transmitted through the NUV, dielectric coated, 45 turning
mirror which is just before the objective then focused into the fibre coupler and connected to
the wideband spectrometer (Andor Shamrock). Data collection was synchronised to the laser
source from the 1 kHz, TTL output on the DT505. Pockels cell driver of the femtosecond
system.
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Figure 4.17. Reflected SC spectral sampled by Andor Shamrock time-resolved
spectrometer.
The spectral result is shown in Figure 4.18. At low intensity, the laser bandwidth at 387.5nm
was observed to be 2.5nm, consistent with the 5nm laser bandwidth observed at 775nm. The
threshold for supercontinuum generation, also the threshold peak power for SF was measured
to be Pth0 = 2.2  0.6MW with Eth = 0.40.1µJ, 170 fs linearly polarised, near Gaussian
pulses. This infers a third order susceptibility (3)387 1.1x10-14esu hence NL refractive index
component n2387 = 2.10-16 cm2W-1 in PMP. This compares with Pth = 1.1MW measured
previously in PMMA where it is estimated n2387 (PMMA) = 1.46-16 cm2W-1 for TE
polarization in section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.18. Anti-stokes broadening spectrum generated by fs pulse with linear
polarization (TE), λ= 387.5nm and Ep =1.5μJ. Measured by Andor
Shamrock SR 303i.
4.3.6 Inscription with higher NA’s
A reflective microscopic objective (Schwarzchild Ealing, NA =0.25) was used to modify
refractive index using  = 387.5nm. Optical images are presented in Figure 4.19. Tests with
pulse energy in the range 0.05  Ep  0.3J indicated filament length  40µm with Ep = 0.2J.
A single layer grating, inscribed at pulse energy 0.2J, is shown with pitch  = 15m in
Figure 4.15 (a) while a 4 layer VBG with 10% overlap offset, deepest layer first is shown in
(b), inscribed at 0.2J and transverse scan speed s = 0.7mm/s. A front view of the grating is
shown in (c).
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Figure 4.19. Optical images of RI modifications in PMP at NA = 0.25, (a) side view of
30micron thick VBG, (b) side view of a 4 layer VBG using 10% overlap
rate, (c) front view of inscribed VBG filaments. Scan speed throughout s =
0.7mm/s.
Fabrication with a transmission microscopic objective at NA=0.4 (Thorlabs ×20 NUV) was
investigated at  = 387.5nm. The 4 layers, 120 µm thick grating exhibited high diffraction
efficiency under illumination of white light. Cross-sectional optical results are shown in
Figure 4.20(a) using EP = 0.1µJ/pulse and transverse scan speed s = 0.5mm/s. Filament length
and width was l  40 µm and  3µm respectively. A strong phase grating resulted and (b)
indicates first order diffraction at 532nm from the single layer (40µm thick),  = 5µm pitch,
VBG at the Bragg angle, with absolute DE, 1 = 47%. This result inferred that the RI
modulation n 2.3 x 10-3, an order of magnitude higher than achieved with low NA,
indicating that NA is a significant variable in obtaining higher n modulation at 387.5nm and
170fs temporal pulse length. Surprisingly, there is also evidence here of low intensity
coupling at pitch 2. 3-layer gratings whose absolute DE should have approached unity,
reached only +1  70%, lower than expected, again due to continuous scatter observed
between the orders due to voids.
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Figure 4.20. (a) Cross-sectional microscopic results of single layer, 5µm pitch VBG
inscribed in PMP at  = 387.5nm with NA = 0.4. Laser direction from left to
right, (b) image of Bragg diffraction from the 200 l/mm grating at 532nm
with DE 1 = 0.47 inferring a n 2.3×10-3.
The occurrence of optical breakdown in filamentation will lead to damage spot in gratings.
Figure 4.21 is a micrography of modification using femtosecond pulse Ep (0.3 – 1.0 µJ),
0.18NA, λ=650nm and pulse duration ~180fs. The damage spot, black dots, are randomly
distributed inside filamentary structures.
Figure 4.21. Damage dots generated by optical breakdown which is induced by focused
laser light (~180fs, 650nm and 0.15NA).
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4.3.7 Raman spectroscopy
The topological structure of poly methyl pentene is shown in Figure 4.22. Chemical changes
during femtosecond exposure in polymers can lead to bond breaking and formation [143].
Raman spectroscopy was utilized to investigate the chemical changes to PMP following laser
modification. The PMP was exposed with femtosecond pulses from a system operating at 400
nm wavelength, pulse length  = 190fs, 30 kHz repetition rate and pulse energies of 0.20 and
0.35 µJ. The beam was focused 0.5 mm below the surface at 0.4NA and scanned transversely
at 5mm/s.
Figure 4.22. Structure of poly methyl pentene (PMP) [219].
A Renishaw 1000 Raman Microscope with a 514 nm Ar-ion laser focused through a 0.55 NA
objective to a spot size <1µm was used to perform the measurements. A reference
measurement of PMP was first taken, which returned very low fluorescence and clear peaks
consistent with Samuel and Mohan’s work [220]. The processing sample with processing
gratings which is ~1mm below the surface. The material above processing layers is removed
using a disk-polishing machine with diamond cream. The substrate was polished to allow
direct measurement of the filaments inside of the PMP with the Raman microscope.
Raman peaks between 2800 and 3000cm-1 are due to backbone CH stretching and CH3
asymmetric stretching while those between 750 and 1500cm-1 are due mainly to CH3 rocking
and twisting vibrational modes [221]. The peaks corresponding to spatial assignment are
presented in Table 4.4.  Comparing the Raman spectra of clean PMP sample to irradiated
PMP, it was observed that strong photoluminescence (PL) due to Raman scattering emerged
in the filament regions.  When this PL was removed from the data it became clear that the
Raman peak height had decreased in the regions of filamentation.  These observations match
what has previously been seen in Raman spectra of laser modified PMMA [222]. The Raman
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spectra presented in Figure 4.23, with background PL subtracted, demonstrate the decrease in
the strength of all Raman peaks with increasing pulse energy. This trend suggests that
depolymerisation and bond breakage is induced by femtosecond exposure. As this occurs
consistently in all Raman peaks, this probably indicates that breakage is not localized to the
polymer backbone or side chains, but instead occurs near uniformly throughout the material
and energy loss due to photonic PL. In the inset of Figure 4.22, Raman spectra without
background subtraction are presented for the reference PMP and the 0.2 µJ filament.  Here
the emergence of PL in the filament is clear, which is often associated with the generation of
defects and free radicals by direct laser writing [223].
Figure 4.23. Raman spectroscopy of laser filaments in PMP using 0.20 µJ and 0.35 µJ
pulses is compared to a pristine PMP sample. Background subtraction was
performed to remove the PL signal from the data.  Inset:  Comparison of
pristine PMP with a 0.20 µJ filament without background subtraction
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Table: 4.4 Wave number (cm-1) and Assignment of PMP [221].
Wave Number (cm-1) Assignment
628 C-C in plane bending
947 C-C stretching
1375 CH3 symmetric deformation
1458 CH3 symmetric deformation
1473 CH symmetric deformation in CH3/
2711 CH stretching
2949 CH asymmetric stretching in CH3
2971 CH asymmetric stretching in CH3
4.3.8 Discussion
Inscription of Δn employs multi-photon absorption (MPA), which is a nonlinear absorption
mechanism. The nonlinear absorption is of importance for the uniformity of processing
volume material [224]. In order to explain the MPA, a Jacoby’s diagram illustrated in Figure
4.24 is used. Tt is 2-photon and 4-photon coupling respectively for 387-nm and 775-nm
photons because of the band gap 6.2 eV.
Figure 4.24. Multi-photon absorption of 775 nm and 387 nm in PMP.
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Femtosecond laser inscription in Polymethyl Pentene in the NUV at  = 387.5nm, at visible
wavelengths 550    700nm has been carried out. Low NA 0.08 inscription at all
wavelengths resulted in a correspondingly low refractive index modulation, n 1.10-4 while
higher NA 0.4 inscription at  = 387.5nm resulted in an order of magnitude increase in
refractive index modulation, n 2.3 x 10-3. Volume Bragg Gratings inscribed at 387.5nm
with 200 lines/mm showed a first order diffraction efficiency 1 = 68.5%,  however,
diffraction efficiency was limited by observed scatter due to some residual material
breakdown at pulselength p = 180fs, creating a low intensity background between orders. If
the pulse duration is lower than 130fs, optical breakdown will be significant supressed and
remove the breakdown damage.
4.4 Laser processing of Silver doped silica-PVA hybrid material
Using femtosecond laser can internally activate silver ion doped silica-PVA hybrid material.
Figure 4.25 presents a set of cross-sectional results microscopic result. The length of
modification volume is much longer than Rayleigh length, (~16 m) which indicates the
optical energy is clamped inside due to filamentation. At the geometrical focus position, the
dark amber/yellow colour indicates concentration of silver particles and the light
amber/yellow area shows the start of formation of silver particles. The unprocessed area
shows bright and the yellow/amber region indicate the formation of nanoparticles and the dark
area at the geometrical focus position shows particle aggregates. Processing layers is shifted
forward and go through the substrate in 10 µm increments to show the selective capability of
3D construction.
Using absorption spectra to measure the formation of nanoparticles and the results are
presented in Figure 4.26. The SPR peaks in absorption spectra indicate that more pulse energy
leads to more particles concentration. The absorption is saturated at Ep = 2.0 µJ which means
the agglomerates of silver particles [225]. It is notable that the peak of 0.26 µJ has good
agreement with theoretical calculation according to Mie’s SPR theory [226], in which the
theoretical guess of SPR absorption peak corresponding to particles with 36nm diameter is
plotted using a dashed line.
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Figure 4.25. Silver doped silica-PVA hybrid material is processed at 1kHz by 170 fs,
387nm, NUV light using 0.49 µJ pulse energy, 1mm/s scan speed and
focused using 0.45 N.A. objective.
Figure 4.26. Absorption spectral of composites sample processed using NUV
femtosecond laser pulses. The SPR peak of 0.26 µJ is coincide with Mie’s
theory guess. The colour of trace presents the processing peak energy and the
dash trace is a theoretical guess (Mie’s theory).
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4.5 Pulses-and-medium interaction in Zinc Selenide
Zinc Selenide is a very interesting material which shows great application prospect. A few
labs have been done on poly-crystalline Zinc Selenide substrates of 11mm thickness. The
experimental setup for studying pulses-and-medium interaction is schematized in Figure 4.8.
Femtosecond pulse ((λ=1.26μm) with Ep= 0.962 ± 0.089 expose the substrate. Figure 4.27 (a)
shows clear blue light emitted from interface of air and ZnSe and filaments which emits
visible light. The emitted bright blue light is supposed to origin from secondary harmonic
generation. There is not obvious thermal effect, which is analysed using a thermal camera and
the thermal analysis is illustrated in (b).
The incident beam is the reflected and attenuated to a spectrometer (Andor Shamrock). The
spectrum, shown in Figure 4.28, has peak at 630nm with FWHM 20 nm. At the same time,
another interest point is noticeable. The 20-nm bandwidth is obviously wider than the one
generated by BBO. Figure 4.23 shows the spectrum of SHG pulses generated by BBO crystal
in which the FWHM is ~5nm which suggests lasing process involved.
Figure 4.27. (a)Using femtosecond NIR pulses (τ ~170fs, λ=1.42μm) to test a piece of
polycrystalline ZnSe substrate; (b) No thermal effect can be observed.
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Figure 4.28. (a) Reflected-light spectrum generated by ZnSe, recorded by Andor
Shamrock spectrometer; (b) Reflected-light spectrum generated by a BBO
crystal, recorded by Andor Shamrock spectrometer.
In addition, the pulse has been obviously stretched from 0.19 fs to 0.50 ps, measured by
autocorrelator (Pulse Check), shown in Figure 4.27. The pulse waveform is stretched due to
positive group velocity dispersion (GVD). This result suggest ZnSe is a good nonlinear
optical material which is likelihood used in chirped amplification (CPA), nonlinear crystal
and lasing medium. A full set of quantitative study could be planned to study multi photon
absorption, life time of exciting electrons and spectral features of ultrafast pulse interaction.
The most interest point is to get distinct microscopic Δn changes inside the bulk material
using fs MIR pulses. To further study, an autocorrelator was used to characterize the transmit
femtosecond pulses.  Figure 4.29 shows the wave form is significantly stretched when a piece
of ZnSe substrate is insert. The possible source is positive group velocity dispersion (GVD).
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Figure 4.29. The NUV pulse is characterized using an autocorrelator (Pulse Check) with
(a) ZnSe and without (b) ZnSe.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed femtosecond inscription inside polymers with Gaussian
beam. The main femtosecond system (Clark MXR CPA 2010) is the key laser source. Two
nonlinear techniques for generating other wavelengths from the fundamental at 775nm, OPA
and SHG are used. The investigation λ covered from 387 nm to 1450 nm.  The effect of
polarization presented here considers only linear (TE and TM) and circular polarisation. Two
kinds of modifications: refractive-index modulation and photo-chemical modification are
studied. We conclude that:
1) The critical power threshold for supercontinum generation, also the critical power
threshold for self-focussing, was measured in pure PMMA at λ = 775nm with 170fs pulses
for all polarisations. The highest threshold for supercontinuum generation is observed with
circular polarisations while the lowest threshold occurs with linear polarisation. The ratio
(Pcr,circ/Pcr lin)  = 1.35 experimentally, close to theoretically expected value of 1.50.
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2) Femtosecond laser inscription in poly methyl pentene (PMP) in the NUV at  = 387.5nm,
at visible wavelengths 550    700nm has been carried out. Low NA 0.08 inscription at
all wavelengths resulted in a correspondingly low refractive index modulation, n 1.10-4
while higher NA 0.4 inscription at  = 387.5nm resulted in an order of magnitude increase
in refractive index modulation, n 2.3 x 10-3. Volume Bragg Gratings inscribed at 387.5nm
with 200lines/mm showed a first order diffraction efficiency 1 = 68.5%,  however,
diffraction efficiency was limited by observed scatter due to optical breakdown at pulselength
p = 180fs, creating a low intensity background between orders. The critical power for self-
focusing in PMP at 387.5nm, estimated from the threshold for supercontinuum was found to
be Pc387 = 2.2MW (0.4µJ/170fs) inferring that the non-linear refractive index of PMP at
387nm is n2387 = 2.10-16cm2W-1 and hence third order susceptibility (3)  susceptibility (3)387
1.1x10-14esu.
3) The fs pulse process is advantageous precisely control the precipitation of metal particles,
such as silver in polymer composites. Femtosecond laser pulse can break PVA chemical
bonds via nonlinear absorption. The scission of chemical bond yields free electrons to active
doped silver ion. The result shows the 3-dimensional capability to construct silver metal
structures selectively in the composites. The promised electronic-conductive feature is very
attractive for creating 3D conductive circuits in micro or sub-micro scale as the silver atoms
form Ag nanoparticles which could diffuse to form cluster if heat treatment is applied.
4) Using focused MIR beam ((λ=1.26μm) to exposure polycrystalline zinc selenide was
studied. There is not obvious thermal effect. Spectral analysis suggests sign of lasing, positive
group velocity dispersion and second harmonic generation. Zinc selenide could be a very
good material used for nonlinear crystal, lasing crystal and volume Bragg gratings (VBG) in
mid-and far infrared region.
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Chapter 5
Focusing of cylindrical vortex and vector beams
5.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with new knowledge learning of two photonic techniques: optical
vortex and vector beams. Photons in macroscale with orbital angular momentum and spatial
polarization are expected to exert forces and torques on matters. At this stage, there is little
knowledge about the internal interaction of vortex beams within dielectrics, hence an ideal
area for studying in experimental approaches. The study of the mechanic interaction between
photons and matters can not only on matter but also and the applications of modern photonic
device. Research in manipulation of optical field has also contributed new finds to spectral
analysis, microscopic and quantum technologies.
5.2 Laser Beam with orbital angular momentum
5.2.1 Numerical study of the formation of helical phase fronts
Coherent light firstly with plane phase front moving along the z axis is considered. It is
assumed that the phase front at far field is strictly planar and a simplifying approximation is
considered. Show in Figure 5.1, 3 discrete plane phase front which is spaced with a λ=775nm
at the neighbourhood of focus plane. Here the laser beam is collimated with waist of 18 µm.
in the case.
Next let us suppose ( , ) is applied by a reflective SLM where r is measured from the
beam centre and is the azimuthal angle. The domain of coordinates is given ∈ [0, ] and∈ [0, 2 ]. The phase front is modulated to a spatial structure, which is given as( , , ) = + (5.1)
Our main interest is the is a spiral shift and ∈ [0, 2 ]. In addition,= + (5.2)
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Figure 5.1. 3 plane-phase fronts (m=0) space with =775.
and = (5.3)
where is the start point of simulation. The ramp rate of spiral thread is a constant and then
the phase change of a tread grows linearly with the angle , thus creating a helical path. The
require phase change, , for light with a wavelength of λ is 2 . The phase profile Δ ( ) is
a triangle-wave profile.
A vortex (m=3) has a spiral structure with 3 spiral threads, shown in Figure 5.2. To generate
OAM number (m>3), providing that the number of spiral threads equals to the OAM, is to
configure the phase change profile Δ ( ) as a saw tooth profile with the number of periods
equal to 3 × . By this method, every thread ramp imprints an azimuthally dependant phase
change of 2π in an optical period λ. The MATLAB codes to demonstrate a laser beam with
orbital angular momentum are presented in Appendix 1.
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Figure 5.2. A vortex front with 3 spiral treads (m=3) over a period (λ).
5.2.2 Numerical study of intensity profile of laser beam with OAM
It has been discussed in Chapter 2 – theories and literature review. For optical vortex with
integer m, the beams are centroid with a phase singularity, leading to a donut-like 2D
intensity profile. Optical vortex carries orbital angular momentum (OAM) quantised to
topological charge m. The electric field amplitude of optical vortex can be described
theoretically by
( , , ) = √ ! √ exp(− / )exp(± ) (5.4) [93].
where r is measured from the beam centre, m is the topological charge and is the azimuthal
angle. Hence, intensity is given by( , , ) = ∗ = ( , ) (5.5)
as the complex spiral phase cancels. Setting m=0 gives the expected Gaussian intensity
profiles. Plots of the Gaussian and vortex beam intensity profiles with = 0, 2 and 4
based on the equation above were calculated. These profiles are shown in Figure 5.3 and
consistent with those observed on Spyricon camera.
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Figure 5.3. Calculated intensity distributions for Gaussian and Vortex beams
(W/cm2) when a 1µJ/ 170fs pulse at 387.5nm is focused with a 50mm
lens.
Furthermore, = 2 ∫| | . The following is the derivation process of the laser power.
For simpliﬁcation, the is ignored.= ! ∫ = ! ∫ √20 √2 .
is the beam waist. Here, √ = ,
= ! ∙ 2 ∫ ∙ exp(−2 ) = ! ∙ 2 ∙ 2 ∫ exp(−2 ) (5.6)
Similarly regard as ,= 2 ! ∫ (− ) = ! ∙ ! = (5.7)
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From the above equations, we can see that the laser power remains a ﬁxed value, , the same
r0. If the maximum amplitude ﬁled value is wanted, just take the derivative of Equation 5.6
and ignore the coefficient of the equation, we can obtain( ) = √2 − + − − 2 = − 2 = 0
Therefore, we can get the maximum point
= (5.8)
Substituting this equation in Equation 5.6, we can get the maximum amplitude value= √ ! exp − (5.9).
Referring to the simulating results, it suggests that laser beam will get a donut intensity profile
with a singularity in the centre. The higher order, m number, leads to a larger radius which
expect to exert larger mechanical torque.
5.2.3 Harmonic orbital angular momentum conversion
Conservation of OAM during harmonic conversion infers that hence when is integer, the
LG ring mode was observed. A concept schematic is shown in Figure 5.4. Different Z-plane
images, shown in Figure 5.5 (a) - (h), of the intensity distributions were observed on a
Spyricon camera for the Gaussian and spiral beams with integer and fractional m. A thin film
pick-off (10%) combined with a 750mm focal length lens provided observation of the mode
at the focus plane of the lens. This is satisfactorily shown to be the case in (c, f, g, h). In
contrast, cylindrical symmetrical is broken with a reversed C shape, presented in Figure (b, d).
The non-uniform around the rings comes from slight wavefront aberration most likely due to
interference from the phase jumps in the CGH near 0 and 2 and beam astigmatism,
apparently in (a). Note that images have been rescaled to fit.
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Figure 5.4. Optical vortex (m=3) exhibits helical wavefront.
The effect of adding OAM on focused intensity distribution was first investigated at 387.5nm
through micro-structuring of a polished steel sample with an f = 150mm focal length lens. By
setting m775 = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0, the observed patterns structured at 387.5nm on the
polished metal surface are shown in Figure 5.7. If OAM is conserved, then after frequency
doubling, m2387.5 = 2m775 and only when m2387.5 is integral would we expect to see the LG
ring structure.
Referring to Figure 5.8, ring structures when m2387.5 = 1, 2 whereas, for m2387.5 = 0.6 and
1.4, this is not the case. This simple experiment with low levels of OAM supports
conservation of OAM during SHG, yielding to= 2 (2.18).
However, there clearly remains some residual wavefront aberration on the beam, likely due to
the known slight astigmatism of the output laser beam and phase discontinuity of the 0-2
transition in the CGH. When m2387.5 is integral, the expected LG ring mode appears,
supporting conservation of OAM during harmonic conversion, peak energy=~4.8μJ, exposure
time=0.1s.
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Figure 5.5. Far field intensity distribution observed at 387.5 nm on Spricon camera.
Ring structures are clear when are integer, indicating conversion
of angular momentum during SHG.
Figure 5.6. Optical micrograph of steel surface ablation (N=100 pulses/spot) at the
focal plane of a 150mm focal length lens using spiral beam with
m2387.5 = 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0.
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5.2.4 Machining
The setup for surface structuring on stainless steel substrate (S/S 321) using laser beam with
OAM is shown in Figure 5.7.  The incident light (λ775) is modulated by a LCOS SLM become
a cylindrical vortex beam with OAM number varied from 1, 2, 3…to 8. After frequency
doubling, the OAM number become an even series varied from 2, 4…to 16. The focusing
optics is a microscopic lens (THORLABS LMU-20X-NUV) which has an effective NA ~0.4
for λ387nm. Peak power is 150 ± 1mW. Exposure time is 30 ± 0.001s, which is controlled using
a mechanical shutter (NEWPORT 846 HP). Stainless steel substrate is mounted on a 3-axis
motion control stage (Aerotech AC3200). By the motion in z or y direction of substrate, laser
machining can be engaged along the vertical direction (z) or horizontal direction (y).  By the
motion in x direction, the focus plane can be shifted from near side to far side and vice versa.
Figure 5.7. Focusing of a cylindrical femtosecond laser beam with orbital angular
momentum.
Figure 5.8 presents the microscopic results of surface machining using femtosecond vortex
beam. Each rows from left to right regard the substrate surface moving 5μm forward in x
direction from near side to far side and passed the focus plane. Each columns regard to a
OAM number. The column which is enclosed with blue square regards the pattern on focus
plane.
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Figure 5.8. m = 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14 and 16. Material – stainless steel (S/S 321).
Microscopic lens ~ 0.4 NA at λ387. Ep =150±1mW, Exposure time 30s.
Figure 5.9 presents both of simulating results and machining results. The simulating results
comes from calculation using Eq. (5.8)
= .
The is ~ 11.2 which is radius of focus spot of a Gaussian beam, measured in Figure 5.8.
The fitting line (dash line) of simulating results exhibit a large deviation, especially in higher
order mode (m>4), from experimental result (solid line). Experimental sample spot can be
still fitted with exponential function however the index is lower to 0.2.
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Figure 5.9. Large deviation regarding to m> 4 suggests high-order components were
removed in second harmonic generation and the decrease of effective NA
number.
When m> 0, the collimated beam become a defocusing beam in front of BBO crystal. The
defocusing will lead to two problems. High order components are blocked by the physical
aperture size of second harmonic generation (SHG) optics. The second problem is the
decrease of effective NA number.
It is observed that the diameter of all ring modes is varied to focus plane and OAM number. It
easy to understand that ring with large radius can exert more mechanical torque on a target. If
using a ring mode off focus plane, it can be expected to drive a single particle with more
torque however in the case of material twisting there is more material contained in exposure
area. The result suggests in twisting processing, focus-plane processing and a lens with high
NA are preferred.
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5.3 Femtosecond vector beam
Figure 5.10 schematically demonstrate vector-beam generation. An advanced optics, called as
S waveplate, is used to spatially tailor optical vector field, generating fs vector beam with
plane wave front [227]. Rotating the S-waveplate to angles ( ) within the range of ±90° can
generate radial (0°) and azimuthal (90°) and tailored spiral (intermediate angle) polarization.
Figure 5.10. Schematic presents the generation of vector beam using S-waveplate. A
half waveplate is used to rotate incident linear polarization 45 in
clockwise.
The generated vector beam can be considered as partially linear-polarized light which is a
fraction of total light in term of degree of polarization. The polarization modulation of the S
waveplate was investigated with the experimental set-up shown in Figure 5.10. The laser
beam with vertical linear polarization was rotated to the s waveplate with a ½ λ waveplate.
The S-waveplate can convert linear polarization to AP and RP.
The vector beam was then analysed by a Glan laser analyser. The transmitted components
were measured with a peak energy sensor. The figure 5.12 shows the variation trend of two
polarization state: horizontal linear polarization (|H>) and vertical linear polarization (|V>).
There is 45 change between the points of two interact points or peak/valley points.  It is
notable that corresponding to the peak/valley spot is highly linear with degree freedom.= ~1.
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Figure 5.11. Optical set-up used to analysis polarization purity of vector beams
generated by S wave plate. The entry direction of PA is put in
horizontal or vertical directions.
Figure 5.12. Linear polarization purity of vector beam generated by S wave plate
regarding to incident angle ranged from 0º to 360º.
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Where and refer to the intensity of the light transmitted through the Glan laser
polarizer when the ½ λ waveplate is rotated through a full range of 360 degree. These
patterns also confirm the linear polarization purity to be excellent. Polarization state of
output beam are azimuthal and radial when incident angle of ½ λ wave plate is at 22.5º,
67.5º… 337.5º, instead of linear polarization when the incident angle is 0º, 45º…360º.
In addition, a beam profiling system was set up to study the vector beam. Figure 5.12
presents the system. A fused silica glass is reflected a focused sampled beam into a CCD
camera. The focusing optics is a fused silica singlet lens with focus length 300 mm. The
incident angle is close to Brewster angel ( ≈ 56°) and only the s-polarised light is reflected
[228].
Figure 5.13. Schematic presents only S-polarized light was profiled by a CCD
camera.
Figure 5.14 shows the measured intensity profiles when translating the CCD camera in the
vicinity of the lens focal plane. These RP and AP beams have a symetrical double-lobe
intensity profile as only the s-polarised light is profiled. It is noteable that there is a
polarization singularity in the centroid. The profile has an approximately elliptical shape with
the long axis of the ellipse dependent on the incident polarization, i.e. vertical (a) or
horizontal (b) when the incident beam is radially or azimuthally polarized respectively.
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Figure 5.14. Near-field intensity profiles for focused vector beams with radial (a)
and azimuthal polarizations (b).
LIPSS structures with annual, radial and spiral patterns are produced. Figure 5.15 shows
optical microscopies of LIPSS patterns on the ablation spots structured with AP and RP
beams in neighbouring of focal plane. The LIPPS, which have an annual structure with a
pitch Λ~1µm maintains their orientation. Radial polarization produces circular LIPSS and
azimuthal polarization produces radial LIPSS, entirely consistent with tailored polarization.
Figure 5.15. Optical images of LIPPS formation with the RP and AP beams when
substrate translated through the focal plane.
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The intermediate angle between -90° and 90 ° produced spiral microstructure. The spatial
distribution of polarization is treated as orthogonal polarization state of azimuthal and radial
constructing spiral vector fields.
Figure 5.16 (a) and (b) present LIPSS structure ( = ±45° ) and exhibit the fits around edge
and inner area to these spirals are satisfying to [195]( ) = (2.22).
Figure 5.16. (a) -45° and (b) +45°. Microscopic image of Plasmonic patterns
structured with spiral vector fields when θ = -45° (a) and +45° (b) and
0.5 mm above focal plane.
5.4 Bulky modification in PMP using vortex beam
5.4.1 Effects of OAM on filamentation in PMP at low NA
Filamentary modifications inscribed with Laguerre-Gaussian beams carrying OAM with are
shown in Figure 5.17.  The helical beams focusing from the right clearly show evidence of
converging ring like cross sections, whose diameter, as expected, increases linearly with m,
most evident in the case of m2=2. The Gaussian beam filament (top) is shown for
comparison showing self-guidance propagation.
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Figure 5.17. Low NA transverse inscription at  = 387.5nm with spiral beams
carrying OAM, m2387.5 = 1, 2, 4, 6 with constant pulse energy Ep = 2J.
5.4.2 Low NA inscription with spiral beams carrying both OAM and SAM
For interests to know the relevance of SAM ( ) and OAM ( ) in the light-matter interaction,
the addition of spin angular momentum ( = 1) to beams with topological charge m2 = 0,
±2 were investigated. Figure 5.18 shows filamentary cross sections observed at low NA with
linearly and circularly polarised Gaussian and LG beams. Total angular momentum therefore
ranges from 0 to ±3h/ per photon. Linearly polarised filaments always start nearer the laser
source, and as topological charge m increases, these recede inside the material. The circularly
polarised filaments start deeper in the material for each OAM state with no difference
between right and left hand polarisations. Hence, in this regime, no coupling between OAM
and SAM is observed. The stronger coupling with linear polarisation, however, is likely a
consequence of self-focusing (SF), dependent on the third order susceptibility (3) which has
two components with linear but only one with circular polarisation [229]. It was previously
observed such an effect in PMMA but only with polarised Gaussian beams by Ye and his co-
workers in 2013 while not published. To the author knowledge, this is the first observation of
filamentation in a pure polymer with polarised spiral beam
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Table 5.1: Processing parameters of low NA inscription.
Ep ~0.7J
Polarization linear, circular
Scan Speed 1 mm/s
m2387.5 0, ±2
0, ±1, ±2, ±3
TE: Linear polarization with transverse electric field, RC: right chirality circular polarization,
LC: left chirality circular polarization.
Figure 5.18. Optical image of low NA filamentary in side view. There is no effect of
coupling between OAM and SAM (RCP and LCP) at low NA but linearly
polarised states (TE) couple stronger than circular (RCP and LCP),
consistent with third order susceptibility higher with linear than circular
polarisation.
Figure 5.19 indicates an identical super-continuum spectrum observed in PMP, generated in
this case using spiral beam with m2ω = 4 and extending from 340-500 nm.  The intensity
modulation either side of the laser wavelength 387.5nm arises because the dielectric coating
reflectivity varies outside of its design bandwidth centred at 387.5 nm (45) in this geometry.
Detailed spectra collected with increasing m2 are shown in Figure 5.20. Note the significant
broadening of the peak at 387.5nm to around 4nmFWHM and the broad anti-Stokes continuum
peaking around 360 nm. The SC signal reduces throughout as topological charge m2 in
increased from 2 to 8. The inset shows the detailed SC signal measured on the anti-Stokes
side from 350-370nm with background subtracted.
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Figure 5.19. Typical SC spectrum (bluish continuum) excited at  = 387nm
covering the NUV to the visible with m2 = 4.
Figure 5.20. SC spectra for spiral beams with 2 ≤ m2 ≤ 8 over 350-400nm and
expanded detail showing that the Anti-Stokes (and Stokes) intensity
reduces with increasing m2 , consistent with critical power rising with
m2 .
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Integrated signals are plotted against topological charge m2 in Figure 5.26, showing a linear
fit to topological charge m2.  The threshold for SF of LG beams carrying OAM is expected
to scale as Pthm = 2√3 m Pth0 where Pth0 is the threshold for the Gaussian beam [201]. The fit
here supports the linear scaling predict, however, the observed scaling factor is not 3.46 but
1.88 and the lower than expected theoretical scaling factor. The lower scaling factor is
likelihood due to reduction of spectral signal when high OAM number is applied. In high
OAM number case, reflective laser beam from SLM becomes more diffractive. The
diffractive beam will lead to loss of laser energy. The observed anti-Stokes continuum,
integrated over 350-380nm is shown with topological charge m2 in Figure 5.28. This
reduces linearly and with m2 supporting the fact that increases linearly with Pc. These show
a difference in coupling due to polarisation dependent self-focusing, independent of the total
angular momentum, orbital plus spin.
Figure 5.21. Near threshold integrated continuum signal over 350-380nm for linear
polarized spiral beams with m2 = 2,4,6,8. Linear scaling is clear
indicating that critical power rises linearly with m2, showing a
difference in coupling due to polarisation dependent self-focusing,
independent of the total angular momentum, orbital plus spin.
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5.4.3 High-NA inscription with high intensity spiral beams carrying OAM
In high-NA focusing inscription, super continuum cannot ignite. Figure 5.22 shows the
optical image observed side view of ring structures inscribed in PMP a microscopic objective
(Thorlabs - LMU-20X-NUV) with vortex beam. Focus distance below surface 400µm. The
converging ring cross section due to the LG mode is now apparent ahead of the focal plane
and one gets the impression of a twist in the structure at the focal plane. The full convergence
angle here is m=2 4.1.
Figure 5.22. Transmission optical image of observed side view of ring structures
inscribed transversely in PMP. Focus distance below surface 400µm.
Table 5.2: Processing parameters of transverse scan with
low pulse energy.
N.A. 0.4
Ep 0.15  Ep  0.4µJ
m2387 2
Scan Speed 1 mm/s
Polarization linear
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With higher pulse energies, much more complex filamentary structures were observed,
resulting in a series of converging, filamentary modifications which develop further as pulse
energy increased. Figure 5.23 shows inscription structure using transverse scan. Beyond the
focus or minimum diameter, the light does not propagate more than 200µm, showing
evidence of re-focusing phenomena. Maximum convergence angle here is  7.9.  In a Kerr
medium, beams carrying OAM can collapse into individual filaments with number n  m2
[230] which might also explain the complex incident structure. Note that the inner filaments
appear close to the optic axis.
Table 5.3: Processing parameters of transverse scan with high
pulse energy
N.A. 0.4
Ep 1  Ep  5µJ
m2387 10
Scan Speed 1 mm/s
Polarization linear
Figure 5.23. Complex filamentation with twisted beam carrying high OAM, m2 =10
when varying pulse energy from 1-5µJ
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Modified cross sections along the optic axis show multiple filaments, when m2 = 6, Figure
5.24(a). As one approaches the focal plane, there is a clear counter-clockwise rotation of these
filaments as one approaches the focal plane, (b). This rotation is a likely a consequence of the
rotating wavefront associated with the OAM.






Figure 5.24. (a) Cross sections along optic axis of the filamentary modification in
exposed PMP at 0.4NA showing multiple filaments near focus (b) rotation of
the two strongest filaments counter-clockwise with increasing depth, relative
to (a).
With NA increased further to 0.7, PMP was exposed just below the surface with the spiral
beam, m2 = 10 while also varying pulse energy. An optical image (transmission) of the
modified cross- section along the optic axis is shown in Figure 5.25(a). Pulse energy was
varied from 0.3-0.5µJ while exposure time was set at 50ms. At Ep =0.3µJ, light guiding can
be observed at the centre with central core 1.5-2µm diameter whereas, at 0.5 µJ, there is
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evidence of several guiding regions, 22(b), and surrounded by a series of rings due to
diffraction.




Exposure time ~ 50ms
Polarization linear
Figure 5.25. (a) Microscope image of modification cross section in PMP with OAM
beams, m2 =10 while varying pulse energy from 0.3-0.5µJ, exposure
time = 50ms, NA =0.7, (b) expanded image from (a) with EP = 0.5 µJ
showing multiple guiding regions. Surrounding rings are due to WL
diffraction around the core.
At the highest NA = 0.7, longitudinal “waveguides” were also inscribed and results shown in
Figure 5.23. However, there is some optical breakdown in these due to the relatively long
pulse length. The first thing to notice is that there is a clear difference in inscribed structures
when reversing the wavefront helicity. The structures written with m2 = 10, shown in Figure
5.27(a), are round while inscribed structures with m2 = -10 interestingly show a twisted
structure with a clockwise spiral not apparent with the opposite vorticity with m=+10. During
absorption of light carrying OAM, angular momentum is conserved so that OAM transfer to
the substrate results in a torque experienced by the atoms of the material [231]. If sufficiently
strong, this torque could twist and displace material during exposure. Such OAM transfer has
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been well demonstrated in the case of optical tweezers rotating micro-particles around the
central vortex axis [89].  Here, at high NA with pulses able to break down the material, strong
absorption can be expected as the plasma density rises beyond critical density, ne >1021 cm-3
where the optical field of the incoming pulses can be strongly attenuated. As the melting
point of this polymer is only 240C, rotation of the polymer material is quite possible.
However, changing helicity should also reverse this effect but not apparent here.




Scan Speed 0.5 mm/s
Polarization linear
Figure 5.26. (a) Optical image (transmission) of micro-structures inscribed longitudinally
along optic axis when m2 =  10, and longitudinal scan speed was
0.5mm/sec, (b) expanded structure from (a) with m2 = 10, (c) expanded
structure from (a) with m2 = - 10. The structure with m2 = - 10 shows a
clockwise spiral, not apparent with the opposite helicity in (b).
Such a reversible twisting effect in a solid has been observed previously during CW laser
exposure at 532nm on the surface of an azo-benzene doped thin film polymer when exposed
to spiral beams carrying OAM, m = 10 and described as light induced spiral mass transport
[112]. There, the spiral is clearly clockwise for m = -10 and confirmed beautifully with AFM
images of the surface relief. The explanation of this effect, which reversed with helicity, did
not appeal to OAM transfer but was explained in terms of  interference of the transverse (Ex,
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Ey)  and longitudinal (Ez) electric field components, the latter appearing for very high NA >
1  focusing of spiral beams. The asymmetry observed here is likely due to residual wavefront
aberrations with high OAM and incident beam which has astigmatism [89].
5.5 Summary
The numerical study of optical vortex yields 3-dimentsional spiral phase front. It was
suggested the mechanical torque coming from the tangential component of line momentum
which is normal to spiral phase front. The intensity profile of optical vortex in neighbourhood
of focus has a LG pattern with radius given by = . The experimental results of
stainless steel shows great deviation when high order OAM number are applied. It was
suggested that the enlarging beam size are blocked by the aperture size of BBO optics.
Electric fields of 1064nm output wavelength from an OPA were manipulated to
radial/azimuthal polarization and superposition states using a nano-structured waveplate.
Characterized polarization is observed and shows the coherence quality of OPA beam.
Filamentary modifications using spiral phase beams carrying Optical Angular Momentum
(OAM) is also investigated at 387.5nm, observing the continuum created with increasing
topological charge m. The anti-stokes signal, integrated over the region 350-370nm drops in a
linear fashion with increasing m, showing that critical power for these OAM states increases
linearly with m and expected theoretically but scales as 1.88m2 not 2√3 . Low NA
filamentation with spiral beams having both linear and circular polarisations was observed for
the first time in PMP. These show a difference in coupling due to polarisation dependent self-
focusing, independent of the total angular momentum, orbital plus spin.
With high states of OAM, and high intensity, complex micro-structures are observed,
converging to the focus were observed which can collapse to multiple filaments.  The effect
of rotation on the wavefront appears, resulting in rotated filamentary structures.  At NA=0.7
and m2 = 10, inscription cross sections show an asymmetry due to residual phase
distortions when using such high OAM on a beam with a degree of astigmatism.  While m2
= -10 shows a clockwise spiral, which could arise during OAM transfer to the material during
strong absorption, this is not observed clearly for m2 = 10 due to asymmetry caused by
wavefront distortions.
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Chapter 6
250W ultrafast pulse (ps) handling with a spatial
light modulator
6.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on high-power tests at average laser power P >100W on liquid-cooled
LCOS SLMs. Two SLM (Hamamatsu X-13139-03) operated at =1064nm, are investigated.
A picosecond (~2ps) laser (Edge Wave) which can provide NIR (=1064nm) laser beam
with average power maximum to 400W and repetition rate from 10kHz - 3MHz. The specific
parameters of SLM devices, the laser system and SLMs have been introduced in Chapter 3.
6.2 Experimental Characterization
6.2.1 Thermal tests
Schematic of experimental set-up for high power thermal tests of cooled SLM (Hamamatsu
X13139-03) is shown in Figure 6.1. The raw laser beam was expanded ×4, and reflected at
low angle from the SLM to the power meter. A thermal camera (FLIR SC660) was positioned
to detect heat radiated from the SLM chip and enclosure. The output beam located above an
optical table was directed downwards by a 90 turning periscope which brought the beam to
required level for the SLM. The beam was then expanded in a telescope (x4, f1=-50mm,
f2=200mm, AR coated) before reflecting from the SLM at low angle of incident (AOI) < 10
and directed to an air-cooled power meter (Gentec UP55G-500F-H12), rated for 500W. A
calibrated thermal camera (model FLIR SC660, sensitive from 8µm-15µm) was initially
placed on a tripod at a distance of 1m from the SLM and later brought closer to within
0.4m for higher resolution images. It was possible also to take real time videos with this
camera.
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Figure 6.1.
Schematic of experimental
set-up for high power thermal
tests of cooled SLM
(Hamamatsu X13139-03).
The two SLMs tested, -01 and -02, Hamamatsu X-13139-03, have Silicon substrate and fused
silica front window with cooling assembly. The SLM product is designed for working in
room temperature (~25). The SLMs are exposure with high average power picosecond pulses
were carried out using an FLIR camera to characterize thermal response. The infrared
emissivity ( ) for Silicon and fused silica is respectively 0.73 and 0.93 [232], but it is
observed that only played minor roles on absolute temperature measured. Figure 6.2
presents the temperature rise with exposure for device 1, has demonstrating a highly linear
response with exposure power up to 140W. Device reflectivity R is quoted to be 0.97 by
Hamamatsu. The thermal response coefficient is,= = 0.041C/W
which shows the SLM, device-01 has excellent thermal performance over this range for high
average power picosecond pulses at 404Hz repetition rate. This test was done in the morning
and the room temperature was 17C.
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Figure 6.2. Measured temperature variation of device -01 to incident picosecond
pulses with repetition of 404 kHz and up to 140W average power.
Measured thermal response coefficient ( ) is 0.041C/W. Errors
represent 1σ and fit is least squares with high confidence, R=0.99.
Figure 6.3 presents the measured temperature of device 02 response to power ranging from
50W to 215W average power. Ambient temperature was now T0 = 21.8C with a thermal
response slope m02 = 0.026°C/W, a maximum exposure of 220W and temperature rise of only
5C. This is a remarkable performance. The cooling efficiency of device -02 is 1.6 times
higher than device -01. As device reflectivity R = 0.97 by Hamamatsu, the incident average
power is 226W. = = 0.026C/W
The two linear responses relationship and further = 0 implies that the effective
absorption coefficient is a constant in the power range with effective LCOS chip cooling.
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Figure 6.3. Measured temperature variation of device 02 response to incident
picosecond pulses with repetition of 1MHz. Measured thermal response
coefficient ( ) is 0.026C/W, significantly lower than device -01.
Errors represent 1σ and fit is least squares with high confidence, R =
0.99.
A set of colour-coded thermal images corresponding to incident power range 0-220W are
illustrated in figure 6.4 for SLM device -02. The laser beam centre is aligned to the centre of
SLM, which shows higher temperature in 6.4 (b-f). In 3(e) at 215W, the centre of the chip is
white, showing hot spot and a few degrees higher than the rest of the chip. It was concluded
that a high power exposure combined with efficient cooling caused a temperature slope
across the chip. When the 220W exposure was cut off, the measured chip temperature
dropped promptly to ambient in 1-2 seconds. The prompt cooling temperature also indicates
high thermal diffusion efficiency. The thermal diffusion efficiency is much higher devices
without cooling. According to our previous work on Hamamatsu X-10468-04 (532nm) at
8W exposure with a Gaussian beam showed a temperature rise T 2 or a thermal
response of 0.25C/W. The performance is 10 times poorer than device -02. Note in figure
6.4 that the enclosure round the front window also showed a temperature rise, caused by
vertically scattered light from the laser. As this is painted matt black, a few degrees rise was
observed.
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Figure 6.4. Infrared image of device 2 with increasing incident average power (a) P
= 0, (b) 〈 〉 = 44W, (c) 〈 〉 = 118W, (d) 〈 〉 = 172W (e) 〈 〉 =215W,
showing evidence of laser spot near the centre of chip, (f) 〈 〉 = 215W
showing spot temperature T = 26.6C.   Note that there was some off
axis low intensity scatter from the laser beam reaching the surrounding
enclosure (matt black) hence showing a slight temperature rise above
and below on this highly absorbing surface. Room temperature is ~ 20.
6.2.2   Phase response
The phase response of the cooled SLM was investigated with the experimental set-up shown
in Figure 6.5. The laser output was expanded x3 and linear polarisation rotated to on the SLM
with a half wave plate (Altechna 2-CPW-TZ0-L2-1064). The SLM director was horizontal. A
series of CGH’s with grey level GL = 0-255(8bit) were applied using
“displayCombinedHologram U8”, illustrated in Figure 6.6, so that the SLM now behaved as
a variable waveplate (introducing a phase delay between the vertical and horizontal electric
field components) hence reflected elliptical polarisations. By placing a quarter waveplate
(Altechna 2-CPW-TF0-L4-1064) with fast axis at, reflected elliptical polarisation was re-
converted to linear polarisation whose rotation axis depended linearly on the applied grey
level CGH. This linear polarisation was then analysed by a thin film polarizer (TFP, Altechna
2-HC45TPF-1064-0254). The transmitted and reflected components were measured with air
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cooled power meters, Gentec UP55G-500F-H12 (500W) and Gentec UP55N-300F-H12-DO
(300W) respectively.  The polarisation optics, which are ion beam coated have ultralow low
absorption and ultrahigh damage thresholds, quoted as Fth > 20Jcm-2, single pulse with ns
pulses [233].
Figure 6.5. Optical set-up used to determine phase response of cooled SLM using
polarisation modulation induced by Grey Level (GL) phase maps
applied to the SLM.
Figure 6.6. Grey-level (GL) adjustment using “displayCombinedHologram
U8”.
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The incident linear polarisation, after reflection from the SLM is right circularly polarised,⟩ = (6.1) [117]
with phase difference = − between electric field components. Using the Jones matrix for
a plate tilted at = 45° the resulting polarisation after traversing the plate is given by
Ψ⟩ = 1 1 = = 2 = 2 |x⟩ (6.2) [124]
which is linearly polarised in the horizontal direction while the effect on left circularly
polarised ⟩ = (6.3)
with phase difference = /2 yields vertically linearly polarised light, | ⟩. Hence, linear
polarisation is rotated though an angle Δ = /2 while the phase difference between the
orthogonal states |R⟩ and |L⟩, Δ = .
The rotation angle of linear polarisation after the waveplate is thus givenΔ = Δ /2. (6.4)
If the linear polarisation now makes an angle with respect to the transmission axis of the
polariser, which is horizontal, the transmitted (reflected) amplitude is given bycos ( sin ) (6.5)
while the transmitted (reflected) intensities are given bycos ( sin ). (6.6)
The transmitted (reflected) powers are hence given by cos ( sin ), where is the
incident power and is the phase applied to the SLM. This function has two maxima over 2π
radian. This simple theoretical analysis assumes that the incident laser is highly linearly
polarised ( >100:1)  and that the TFP has a high contrast, which is indeed the case, stated to
be Tp /Ts > 1000:1 with wavefront error < λ/8  in the visible [234]. The blazing function of
the SLM, supplied with Hamamatsu software is linear, so that ∝ .
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The phase response for device-01 are illustrated in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. The data are fit
to 6th order regression polynomials. The sum of the measured laser powers (transmitted, P1
and reflected, P2 through polariser) by the two devices is indicated in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Totally reflected power
Device No. PM1+PM2 (Watt)
-01 7.5 21.8 37.8 78.8 91.1 132.5
-02 2.6 26.2 60.9 109 160 196
The laser powers (P1 + P2) are stable, and the error bars show one standard deviation. At
lowest power, the power changes dependent on grey level (GL) are nearly sinusoidal
functions and the sum of total powers are close to constant.   The crossing points of P1 and P2
indicate the reflected polarizations are circular while the points at valley/peak indicate the
polarizations are highly linear. There is a phase change between the crossing points or
peak/valley points.
Device 01 was mainly investigated phase response to power below 100W. The results show
this identical phase response, provided laser powers are lower than 132 W. When the
measured power is 91.1W, shown in Figure 6.4(e), the deviation from identical phase
response starts to exhibit. In Figure 6.4(f) and Figure 6.5(e, f), the phase changes do not
exhibit a phase change. It is notable that in Figure 6.4(f) corresponding to 132.5 W the
peak/valley spot is still highly linear with degree freedom= = 0.93 .
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Figure 6.7. Phase changes of Device-01 response to incident power less than
132.5W. The phase response is stable up to average power 〈 〉 =
37.8W but begins to deviate slightly above 80W while a significant
deviation occurs at 132.5W, reaching just over a phase shift instead
of the desired 2 .
This sign that the device still works functionally and the liquid crystal layer is not under
stress. In addition, the test for device 1 is continued in nearly one and a half hours. The test
for device 2 is continued in several hours and 45min in which the peak power is higher than
160W. It can be concluded that the SLM can work well for heavy-duty tasks.
Device 2 was mainly assessed the phase response to higher power. The same identical phase
response trend when the power is up to 109W. the phase change can achieve 2 , shown in
Figure 6.5(d). At 109W, the degree of polarization
= −+ = .
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while at 160W and 190W, P dropped to 0.75 and 0.64. The drop was probably led by the
temperature slope gradient across the chips, which was discussed in last section and
evidences were shown in infrared images (Figure 6.4).  The deviation of 2 phase changes
indicates wavefront error across the chip. A correction field could be used to fix the error.
The two devices were tested for extended periods at high average power. The work
performance kept well. In addition, the device was tested in extreme high power (220W).
There wasn’t obvious and irreversible damage found on the device.  The phase response
characteristic kept similarly in the testing.
Figure 6.8. Phase modulation of Device-02. The phase response can engage 2
change which is satisfactory at laser power up to 〈 〉 = 109W but
begins to deviate at 160W and above, reaching just over a phase shift
instead of the desired 2 .
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6.3 Modelling of observed thermal and phase response
6.3.1 Infrastructure of a liquid-cooled SLM
The thermal-dynamic features of designs and materials are protected. Figure 6.9 illustrate
infrastructure of the SLM. Most of heat could be drained out the device by the water cooled
copper via CMOS chip and a ceramic plate. The ceramic plate is made of AlN which has
thermal conductivity of 150 Wm-1K-1 [235].
Figure 6.9. Schematic of a liquid-cooled LCOS SLM. Inset illustrates the schematic
of the incident of picosecond pulses and LC layer. Temperature
response on silicon substrate and phase response with temperature are
modelled.
Firstly, the average power 〈 〉 of incident laser beam is 220W. The absorption of front widow
and LC layers are negligible. The reflectivity of the dielectric coating is 97%. Then the laser
heat source on silicon substrate is assumed to be a spot with 10mm 1/e2 diameter and
Gaussian distribution. Surrounding temperature was 293K.
The front window is probably made of fused silica which is nearly completely transparent to
light with λ at 1064nm, and absorption rate is 1 × 10 cm-1 [236]. After a 10s
exposure to laser beam with average power <P> = 220W, the temperature rise ΔT ~
3.6×10-3 °C. Thus the absorption is negligible.
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The know properties of the liquid crystal layer is limited. Key properties, such as LC
birefringence, temperature responses and nematic-isotropic transition range, are unclear. Lack
of knowledge may reduce the model accuracy. The liquid crystal is organic material, usually
containing hydrocarbon end groups and Benzene rings. The absorption coefficient ( ) of
benzene, density (ρ) and specific heat (C) are respectively ~4 × 10 cm-1, ~1gcm-3 and
2.4Jg-1K-1 [237]. In addition, it is assumed at 1064nm, the absorption coefficient is
reasonably at the same magnitude with a number of 1 × 10 cm-1. Thickness layer of LC is
~ 2m. Then the absorbed power 〈 〉 = (1 − )〈 〉 ~ 4 ×10-5W, which is likely lead
to a temperate rise ΔT 0.4C, which is minor. In real circumstances, the absorption
coefficient might be higher.
6.3.2 Simulated thermal response
In order to investigate which element of SLM is the major source of the observed temperature
rise during Gaussian-beam exposure. It assumes that nonlinear effect is negligible. Therefor
the incident beam assumedly comes from a CW laser. A thermal model was used in
COMSOL Multi-Physics software which contains the relevant physical properties such as
density, heat capacity, for element material, including: silicon chip, ceramic plat and copper
sink. The numerical approach is the 3D heat diffusion equation with optimised mesh sizes
from 1-3mm. The temperature response of silicon front surface, Si-ceramic boundary and
ceramic-copper boundary, are simulated.
Firstly, the response trends without water cooling were simulated and the result is shown in
figure 6.10. The system, as expected, does not come to thermal equilibrium. The boundary
temperature rises 2C in the first 3 seconds then continuously increases at a linear rate of
0.024C/sec.
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Figure 6.10. Thermal response as boundaries without water-cooling function.
Secondly, response trends with water cooling presents in figure 6.8 which demonstrating that
thermal equilibrium is reached after approximately 20 seconds. All trends increase rapidly in
the first few seconds and gradually level on. At the silicon front surface, the highest rises atΔ =2C. When comparing to experimental result (figure 6.3), the simulating Δ is lower by
a factor of 2.5. Although there is deviation, the simulating results suggest the rising
temperature observed in experiment comes from the irradiation absorption in silicon chip.
Figure 6.11 Thermal response as boundaries with water-cooling function.
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The simulated temperature response of silicon with absorbed power (<P> = 0-10W) is shown
in figure 6.12. The rising temperature has a linear relationship exposure power, which is in
agreement with experimental observation, (figure 6.3).
Figure 6.12. Thermal responses of silicon (centre) with absorbed power, ranged from
0 – 10W.
Figure 6.13 presents the simulated temperature distribution across the silicon chip. The
incident laser power is 63, 220 and 370W while absorption power is 1.9, 6.6 and 11.1W.
Symmetrical patterns indicate the same thermal gradient across the chip which was observed
using FLIR camera (figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.13. Simulated temperature profile at silicon front surface when thermal
equilibrium is built.
Thermal modelling of the SLM structure (with and without water cooling) was carried out.
This model predicted that during laser exposure, the silicon chip comes to thermal
equilibrium only when the SLM was water cooled, reaching 2C above ambient compared to
5C rise with <P>=220W exposure (<P>=7W absorbed). The expected chip temperature
rises linearly with exposure in accord with observations and in particular, a temperature
gradient develps at higher average power above 120W. Allowing for photo-absorption in the
organci LC layer, an estimated 0.4C additional temperature rise could be expected. Combing
these two estimates, a 2.5C rise is within a factor of two of the observed temperture rise.
The thermal response time of the coolded SLMs was approximately 1-2s, observed with the
thermal cameral which cutting off the laser power at <P>=220W, supporting the very
efficient heat removal from the siicon chip and consistant with the predicted response time
from thermal modelling. As device reflectivigty is 97%, then the absorbed power <Pabs> ~7W
thermal load was removed efficiently at <P> =220W incident laser power.
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6.3.3 Phase-response simulation
The thermal-diffusing model supports the view that absorption in silicon is a major of the
observed temperature rise during laser exposure of the SLM. It is well known that nematic
liquid crystal (LC) has birefringence properties. TNI is a transition temperature (TNI) at which
nematic liquid crystal becomes isotropic, leading to degrade of birefringence. The optical
thickness of the LC layer is Δ , in which L and n are respective thickness and
birefringence. The light first travels to the reflecting layer and then reflects outward, in the
process, total phase change ( ) of the LC layer adding to the light is given by= (4 / )Δ (6.7).
And then, the phase response to temperature variation is given by,= (4 / ) ( )+ Δ (6.8)
It is reasonable assumed that the thickness (L) is a constant and not variant to temperature
change. Consequently, the second term of equation (6.8) become 0 and the equation is
simplified to = (4 / ) ( ) (6.9).
In Peng and his co-works work (2015), Δ could be represented by an empirical equationΔ = Δ (1 − / ) (6.10)
n0 is an extrapolated value at 0K. T is temperature variable. TNI is the critical temperature
of nematic-isotropic transition and TIN is typically higher than 60C. The index β is the
orientation order parameter ranged in 0.1 < β < 0.3. According to equation (6.10), it is seen
that LC birefringence goes down with the rise of temperature. That means the drop of phase
change with rising temperature. But the drop trend is gradual apart from at the transition
temperature TNI where Δn suddenly become zero.= (4 / )Δ (1 − / ) / (6.11)
If setting T = 293K, TNI = 333K and n = 0.30 with  = 0.19, then n0 = 0.45 (0K), the
phase chang ( ) is 0.01 rad/K. Hence with a temperature change ΔT= 5C from room
temperature 288K to 293K, the phase change ( ) is -0.05 which is only 0.025 of
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1064nm. The phase response corresponds to an effective change in = = 0.88m, as
the LC layer effective thickness is given by = /2Δ . The thickness change might be due
to temperature gradient which was observed in the experiment because the temperature
gradient may distort the chip mechanical structure.
The beam is modelled as the sum of three concentric areas due to the temperature gradient
which is the peak in the centre and reducing towards the edges. The varying thickness affects
the phase response so that, the phase delay in central area become more different from inner
to outer. In the experiments, this phase delay is represented as a rotation of the linear
polarization (see section 6.2.2) and thus the polarization direction varies in the three areas.
The component of the polarization, = cos , is allowed to transmit is parallel to the
polarizer’s transmission axis. θ is the angle of the linear polarization to the transmission
angle. Because each concentric area have a distinct uniform θ, the laser power transmitted
from the central area and remaining two concentric areas around the centre Pt1, Pt2 and Pt3
will be phase shifted by varying degrees. The normalized transmitted power is the sum of all
three components.
Figure 6.14 presents the resulting expected phase change. (a) compares the trend of the
calculating normalized power using pure cos function is excellent satisfied to
experimental result over 0 - 2π in the case of low incident average power, <P> = 26.2W.  (b)
illustrate the phase change of the average power case where <P> = 160W. Two trends are
reasonable fit. The comparisons suggest the source of drop of maximum Δn corresponding to
incident average power comes from thickness variation of LC layer due to the developing of
thermal gradient.
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Figure 6.14. Normalized transmitted power and compared to experiment at <P> =
26.2W (a) and at <P> = 160W (b).
6.4 Laser-micromachining results
High speed periodic surface micro-structuring is an important application of parallel-beam
processing technology. In the application, a spatial light modulator is used to generate multi-
spot pattern in focus plane. In previous sessions, the phase response to laser power W is
measured via the investigation of polarization modulation in horizontal direction although
parallel-beam processing depends on phase modulation. A good demonstration of using SLM
to generate diffractive spots and measure the first order diffraction efficiency and uniformity
which could be more instant to understand work performance of SLM under strong exposure
to ultrafast pulses and get a solution to beat phase errors.
6.4.1 Parallel beam laser surface processing at 〈 〉 ≤25W
Phase CGHs can allow efficient use of the high power laser through diffractive splitting
parallel beam. Micro-processing was carried out at a range of powers. Stainless steel
substrates (60 x 60 x 3mm) with polish surface were used to assess the machining quality.
CGHs for 3-spot pattern (±1 and zero order) were generated using non-iterative lens and
gratings algorithm. Figure 6 are microscopic images of the surface ablated results. For Figure
6.15(a), the processing parameters: repetition rate, average power and scan speed are
respectively set to 10 kHz, 2W and 250mms-1. Widths of the 3 ablated tracks are
approximately equal, varied from 80 to 100μm, which indicates intensity is distributed evenly
in the three orders with peak power ~70μJ per beam. Figure 6.15(b) indicates the zero order
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machined at 1000 mm/s with 25W/404kHz. Pulse energy E ~21 μJ and fluence F ~ 0.85Jcm-2.
Because the hatching space was set at 460 μm, a pair of ±1st orders are overlapped, seen as
asymmetrical pattern.












10kHz 2W 250 mm/s 2.8  J/cm-2 250 μm 25/spot
404kHz 25W 1000 mm/s 0.85 J/cm-2 460 μm 255/spot
Figure 6.15. (a) Optical micrograph of three parallel tracks (±1st order and 0th order)
machined at 2W, 10 kHz and 250 mm/s.  (b) Optical micrograph of 3
spot processing with 25W/404kHz exposure with 1000 mms-1 scan
speed and offset hatch spacing of 460μm, overlapping the ±1st orders.
(c) SEM image of the stainless-steel machining in (b) clearly showing
the overlapping ±1st orders and zero order in between.
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The parallel 3-spots machines were used for surface texturing via laser induced periodic
surface structures (LIPSS) [238] and [239]. The period of these structures is close to 1064 nm
which is incident wavelength.  Figure 6.16(a) shows the result of large area parallel beam
surface texturing (3 spots) at 25W average power, 404kHz and 3000 mm/s.  The surface
dispersion phenomena under illumination of white light show these periodic surface textures.
The colour differences are due to the slight change in viewing angles of the camera lens. The
effective pattern rate is ~8cm2/s. Figure 6.16(b) indicates LIPPS is perpendicular to electric
field and Figure 6.16(c) shows micro and nanostructures of LIPPs. High order mode of
LIPSS structure [240].
Figure 6.16. (a) Macroscopic image of surface texturing (1cm2) on a stainless steel
sample using diffractive 3-spot patterns. Laser exposure was 25W, 404
kHz with 3 m/s scan speed, minimizing pulse overlap. (b) SEM image
indicates LIPSS with 1-μm periodicity (c) High resolution SEM image
showing nanostructures within the LIPSSs.
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6.4.2 High power processing at 〈 〉 >100W
In high power cases, the results are shown in Figure 6.17 there are 3×3 squares. The CGH
used is same to the case of low power. Hence the asymmetric pattern for 25 W is still
apparent the case. It is concluded that the 3-spot CGH is still effective for the power level.
With processing of 160W and 50 scans, the surface was oxidized.




Power Scan Speed Over Scan
Overlap
Rate
1MHz 120W 280 mm/s 1, 5, 10 25/spot
1MHz 120W 1000 mm/s 2, 10 , 20 255/spot
404kHz 160W 1000 mm/s 1,5, 50 85/spot
Figure 6.17. Macroscopic image of three beam parallel processing. The
asymmetrical pattern persists.
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Figure 6.18(a) presents an SEM of machining at 160W, 1MHz, 3 m/s and 1 scan. The similar
results of low power cases confirm that even in extreme exposure condition, the SLM still
worked well. Optical energy can effectively diffract by the CGH. Figure 6.18(b) presents the
machinery results of ±1st order. LIPSSs can be seen at the edges with less exposure.
Figure 6.18. SEM images of parallel processing with 3 spots at 160W, 3000 mm/s
and 1 scan. (a) is  similar to asymmetrical pattern of low power cases.
(b) The overlap of ±1st orders.
6.4.3 More complex phase CGH’s
In the further step, a pattern to generate 11 spots in focus plane was investigated. The
designated M pattern constitutes of 11 spots, shown in Figure 6.19(a). (b) is the complex
phase image which is the inverse Fourier transforms without iterative method (Lens and
Grating Algorithm). ~2W irradiation is diffracted in far field, shown in (c), is evenly
distributed. This intensity profile was attained by placing a screen behind lens 1 of the 4f
system. The diffraction optical intensity on first order is higher than 90%.
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Figure 6.19. (a) Spot pattern set representing the letter M (b) resulting complex
phase CGH created by the lens and gratings algorithm (b) observed
intensity pattern at far field, showing even distribution.
Figure 6.20 shows the machining results using drill functions with repletion rate 2MHz.
Uniform pattern can observed at power level of 90, 120 and 160W. The diffraction efficiency
at first order was approximately 70%.  At 250 W, the diffraction efficiency shows a drop,
shown in (d). The majority of intensity is at the zero order. The drop indicates chip start to
work at poor performance with the grey level phase CGH. The tails of each drill spot comes
from the deceleration of scanning operation. If using a fast shutter to control exposure after
scan spot point on the process position, this tail could be eliminated.
Table 6.4: Diffraction efficiency
Series Average Power
(W) Exposure  (ms)
Diffraction efficiency
(η)
(a) 90 W 30 ~70%
(b) 120 W 30 ~70%
(c) 160 W 10 ~70%
(d) 250 W 10 <50%
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Figure 6.20. Optical images of surface patterning (letter “M”) on polished brass plate
with increasing laser powers. (a) <P> = 90W, 30ms, (b)<P> = 120W,
30ms, (c) <P> = 60W, 10ms, (d) <P> =250W, 10ms. Diffraction
efficiency drops above <P> = 120W as expected.
6.4.4 High speed surface micro-structuring
Thin film micro-structuring is an increasingly important area for ultrafast lasers. Figure 6.21
shows clean, thin film patterning of flexible Al/PET with 97W/404kHz and a near uniform 9
spot pattern. Scan speed was 20m/sec with complete removal of the film without thermal
damage to the PET. As the lines were 50um wide, the total film removal rate was therefore
90cm2/sec. with ~ 50% pulse overlap and fluence F ~ 0.4J/cm2. Spot separation was 0.5mm
so that each line set is 4mm wide.
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Figure 6.21. Thin film patterning of flexible Al/PET with 97W/404kHz using 9-spot
parallel processing with ~ 50% pulse overlap and fluence F ~ 0.4J/cm2.
The total removal rate was 90cm2/s.
6.5 Discussion and summary
SLMs are important devices for science and industry. The ability of high average and power
handling can bring great benefits to application in many fields. In 2010, Beck and his
coworkers demonstrated the first cooled devices at Herriot Watt University. It is a Holoeye
(LRC-2500) which is attached to a large cooper block [204].  The commercial product was
designed for exposure to 1-2W/cm2 and maximum to 3W intensity. This work is a significant
progress to the previous efforts of Beck et al [210] and more recently, Klerks and Eifal [171].
It is different from previous work. The tests are engaged using powerful picosecond pulses.
The thermal response time was assessed using FLIR camera. It is observed that the response
characteristic shows highly linear to laser power with small gradients of 0.041°C/W (-01) and
0.026°C/W  (-02) respectively.  To the author knowledge, this is the first report experimental
results. The loaded power is 3.7 times higher than that of Klerks and Eifal’s work [241]. The
difference in the thermal characteristics of the two test devices is likely due to a difference in
thermal handling design, proprietary to Hamamatsu. A clear temperature gradient appears
across the chip at laser power above <P> =120W exposure, highlighting the efficient axial
heat removal. The temperature variation (ΔT) of device 02 was measured to 0.5°C
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corresponding to 260W input, posing no threat to the viability of the LC layer or silicon
substrate.
Using polarization modulation via SLM incorporated with ¼ waveplate and thin film
polarizer (TFP) to critically assess the phase variation generated by elevating exposure level
is a practicable approach. In this work, the trends of phase response on the device 01 and 02
were measured by this approach. The elevating exposure covers a range to 180 W while the
devices 02 are tested in extreme condition, maximum to 220W. It was observed that the two
devices can engage 2 π phase changes with controlling of grey level in the condition of
P<109W. In the range of 109W to 160W, the controllable phase change is greater than π. In
further range, the maximum phase change became less than π. The limitation of phase
modulation is likely due to thickness variation which is caused by the harping temperature
slope across the section along with evacuating exposure. The built-up temperature slopes
were determined by thermal camera images. This thickness variation also can change the
polarization state of reflected lights. Using the approach of polarization-modulation can
confirm the characteristic phase response. It was observed that the degree of polarization P at
peak/valley points is varied to evacuating exposure. For low-level exposure the polarization
of reflected lights can be high linearly polarized. In contrast for high level exposure, the
polarization states only remain in elliptical polarized because the limitation of phase changes.
It is suggested that the remained elliptical polarization is caused by the thickness of variation
built up by the temperature slope, hence for the spatial errors.  But the remained elliptical
polarization also can due to de-polarization of reflected light which is beyond the field of this
study.
This work provides experimental evidences of surface texturing results. One of the SLMs
(Device 02) was used to engage parallel processing on metal substrate. The handling beam
power covered 25-160W and create LIPSS structures with high speed.  The production rate
for 25W on stainless steel substrate was at 8cm2s-1, which can create high quality products.
The production for 160W on stainless steel substrate was presented as well. In high power
level, the diffraction efficiency to ±1st order was demonstrated using 11-spot diffractive
pattern. The diffraction efficiency dropped along with the evacuating exposure. Below 160W,
the diffraction efficiency is higher than 70%. At 250W/10ms, the diffraction efficiency
although dropped significantly, the 11 pattern was still remained. The significant drop implies
other mechanism may play majority role on the instantaneous response at the extreme
condition.
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A continuous high power test was held on device 02. The test lasted 45 minutes and 15
minutes respectively for 160W and 220W.  There was not degradation observed. The total
time for the usage of high power level lasts several hours, compared with 2 hour test by 60W
by Klerks and Eifal [241]. It is concluded that the devices will not be permanently damaged
when laser power is at the testing range and can work at the level continuously. If there
would have any absorption defect, the liquid crystal should have thermally damage soon.
Considering the power threshold for irreversible damages for these devices, several
mechanisms are possible. High peak energy of ultrafast pulses with fluence F > 0.5J/cm2
could damage the dielectric coating of the front windows of the SLMs. The multi-absorption
nonlinear effects may play roles and create absorption defect in the liquid crystal.  It is known
that the SLMs are designed to handle I > 20GW/cm2. Nonlinear absorption and surface
plasmon resonance have less chance to cause damage. For linear absorption of optical energy
the light of 1064 nm can penetrate silicon substrate a few millimetres with attenuation
coefficient 10 cm-1 [211]. The thickness of silicon is 0.5 mm, hence for 40% of penetration
components will be absorbed by the attached cooling metal block. Here, if the work of Beck
and his co-workers is considered there was not permanent damage for doubling average
power, the testing devices (Hamamatsu X13139-03) should be higher than 440W. But the
phase distortion problem should be considered. For example, Dammann gratings or spatial
correction field are the solutions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and recommendations for future work
This thesis has studied the nonlinear femtosecond inscription inside the transparent polymers,
PMMA and PMP then multi-photon reduction of silver ions to atoms in a PVA/silica
composite. The effect of altering Polarization and wavefront have been explored by
numerical and advanced experimental approaches. In addition, this work has investigated the
phase-and-thermal response of a LCOS SLM with liquid-cooling, able to handle high average
power, picosecond laser pulses at multi-hundred Watt level without damage. Conclusions
drawn from each investigation are as follows.
1. Inscription of PMMA. Low NA (~0.08), NIR (λ=775nm), fs pulses ((τ~170fs) were used
to generate supercontinuum spectra. With rising pulse energy and both linear and circular
polarization │ ( ) , │H ( ) , and │ , the critical power for supercontinuum
generation, also the threshold for self-focusing, were found. It is observed that filamentary
modification is polarization-dependent, stronger with linear than circular polarization,
consistent with the theoretical predictions. Threshold energy Eth, for TE and RC are
respectively ~0.51μJ and ~0.69μJ at 387.5nm (170fs) in PMMA and hence the ratio of the
critical peak powers is (Pcr,circ/Pcr,linTE) = 1.35  0.08, close to the theoretical result of 1.5
predicted by Boyd [21].
2. Inscription of PMP. Femtosecond laser inscription in Poly (methyl Pentene) in the NUV
at  = 387.5nm, at visible wavelengths 550    700nm has been carried out. Low NA 0.08
inscription at all wavelengths resulted in a correspondingly low refractive index modulation,
n 1×10-4 while higher NA 0.4 inscription at  = 387.5nm resulted in an order of
magnitude increase in refractive index modulation, n 2.3 × 10-3. Volume Bragg Gratings
inscribed at 387.5nm with 200 lines/mm showed a first order diffraction efficiency 1 =
68.5%,  however, diffraction efficiency was limited by observed scatter due to some residual
material breakdown at pulse length p = 180fs, creating a low intensity background between
orders. The critical power for self-focusing in PMP at 387.5nm, estimated from the threshold
for supercontinuum was found to be Pc387 = 2.2MW (0.4µJ/180fs) inferring that the non-
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linear refractive index of PMP at 387nm is n2387 = 2×10-16cm2W-1 and hence third order
susceptibility (3)  susceptibility (3)387 1.1×10-14esu.
3. Fs laser direct write silver doped PVA-silica hybrid. NUV, fs exposure of a silver doped
PVA-silica composite resulted in silver ion reduction via MPI in the bulk material. Material
mechanical properties become better via the addition of PVA in the sol-gel silica. The
photoionisation of PVA likely catalyses the transition from silver ion to atoms. The optical
energy is well confined within filamentation. Via 3-photon absorption, both PVA and silica
are probably ionized to provide free electrons, splitting chemical bonds. The nearly perfect fit
of SAR peak at pulse energy E = 0.26J coincides with Mie’s theory indicating that silver
nanoparticles start to form, at this threshold energy. The study suggests the viability of 3D
conducting metal circuits embed in Ag doped dielectric insulators.
4. Twisted structures generated by vortex beams. Filamentary modifications using spiral
phase beams carrying Optical Angular Momentum (OAM) is also investigated at 387.5nm,
observing the continuum created with increasing topological charge m. The anti-stokes signal,
integrated over the region 350-370nm drops in a linear fashion with increasing m, showing
that critical power for these OAM states increases linearly with m and expected theoretically
but scales as 1.88m2 and not 2√3 [219]. Low NA filamentation with spiral beams
having both linear and circular polarisations was observed for the first time in PMP. These
show a difference in coupling due to polarisation dependent self-focusing, independent of the
total angular momentum, orbital plus spin. Absorption of photons carrying high levels of
OAM can generate a torque on the surrounding material, which has been investigated here.
With high states of OAM, and high intensity, complex micro-structures are observed,
converging to the focus which can collapse to multiple filaments.  The effect of rotation on
the wavefront appears, resulting in rotated filamentary structures.  At NA = 0.7 and m2 =
10, inscription cross sections show an asymmetry due to residual phase distortions when
using such high OAM on a beam with a degree of astigmatism.  While m2 = -10 shows a
clockwise spiral, which could arise during OAM transfer to the material during strong
absorption, this is not observed clearly for m2 = 10 due to asymmetry caused by wavefront
distortions.
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5. Vector-beam generation using 1064nm fs pulses (OPA) method. Ultrahigh intensity
femtosecond pulses with complex 2D vector fields (radial and azimuthal) were generated by
combining a tuneable OPA at 1064nm and a nanostructured S-waveplate. The experiments of
polarization purity confirmed the optical field is tailored with high quality. When passing
through a polariser, beam profiles with two-lobes are demonstrated, rotated by 90.
Characterized polarization is observed and shows the coherence quality of OPA beam. These
vector beams are used to machine surface LIPSS patters on polished steel substrates (radial
and azimuthal patterns). LIPPS patterns develop at right angles to the corresponding to the
polarization states. The beam mode in neighbourhood of focus plane has a LG intensity
distribution with a polarization singularity in the centre. Clean logarithmic spiral micro-
structures were observed when the transmission axis of S-waveplate is rotated ±45° to the
linear polarization. The spiral structures were previously predicted [196] superposition of
azimuthal and radial electric field components. In addition, the magnetic field is parallel to
these spiral trends. Femtosecond pulses with spiral electric fields might be used in particle
acceleration. Other applications of spiral field distribution are expected. The spiral vector
field could be used as a new channel for multiplexing communications.  The identical spiral
microstructure can be used to encode information, recorded by micro-machining on a mould
tool then moulding pattern on to a medium.
6. Characterization of thermal effects on liquid coolant spatial light modulator. Cooled
SLM’s (type Hamamatsu X-13139-03) were exposed to high average power ultrafast NIR,
10ps pulse at up to 260W without damage. This power level is 4.2 times higher than previous
work [203]. A temperature rise of 5C with 220W exposure was observed on the best device
and a temperature gradient developed across the CMOS chip. The phase modulation
achieved of 2π radian with up to P = 130 W. When the average power is higher than 220W,
the modulation drops to just over π radian, still a remarkable performance. The reduction in
phase response is due to the thickness variation built up by the temperature gradient across
the liquid crystal chip which is confirmed by FLIR camera images and modeled theoretically.
In addition, high average power parallel beam surface micro-machining was demonstrated on
Metals and on thin film Al/PET using appropriate phase only CGH’s.  With 100W average
power, we achieved high quality (4 spot) ablation at a rate of 4mm3/second on stainless steel
and patterned thin film Al/PET with 9 parallel spots. at a rate of 80cm2/sec. These
experimental micro-machining rates are some of the highest reported to date while the
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thermal and phase measurements with average power are the first reported at such high
powers. Handling such high average and powers with SLM devices has great industrial
significance. Incorporated with optimized CGH’s, the zero order beam, if sufficiently
energetic, could be evenly split to many thousands of spots to create extreme parallel
processing [220], increasing production efficiency massively. Of course, this technique can
also be used for other engineering and scientific application, such as optical vortex and
optical tweezers.
It is believed that the novel optical and thermal results presented here provide on ultrafast
laser-materials micro-structuring with phase only spatial light modulators technique are
important for future scientific and industrial applications of this technology. A few
recommendations for future research have arisen, these are:
1. Refractive-index modification in bulk single-crystal Sapphire with femtosecond pulse
train. Sapphire is hard and environmentally stable material, which is a promised material
suitable to produce high-value diffractive optics. But there are challenges. Sapphire has a
high bandgap (10.8eV) and a very high thermal conductivity. These properties lead to the
difficulty MPI and defeats thermal accumulation. Initial experimental trials have started with
a femtosecond system (RegA) eg at the Photon Science Institute of University of Manchester.
The laser can be tuned to performance (1J @ 800 nm) pulse energies and 150 fs pulse
lengths. At best performance, it can be optimised to 2-3J and 110 fs which helps induce
MPI. An infrared ultrafast harmonic generation system and NL BBO crystal can provide
pulses at 400 nm. The repetition rate is variable from 10-250 kHz. The focusing device is a
microscopic objective (Nikon Plan Fluo LWO 20x10 NA ~ 0.46). With scan speed of
0.1mm/s and repetition rate is 250 kHz. Modification within bulk Sapphire was successful
producing single layer VBG’s with first order diffraction efficiency of 15%, an encouraging
result. Hence, 100fs pulses with high repetition rates can change refractive index within
Sapphire for creating photonic components.
2. Inscription of Zinc Selenide. Writing 3-dimentional refractive-index structures in Zinc
Selenide has great engineering interests. Zinc Selenide is transparent from 500nm to 18m, a
tremendous transmission band hence mid-infrared light can be used to produce inscribed
diffractive optics or simply a lens. The most important is that is Zinc Selenide is attractive
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host material for solid-state infrared lasers. Cr2+: ZnSe has enormous gain bandwidth which
gives the availability to generate infrared pulses with extreme short duration in a few cycles.
The mode-locked implementation using Cr2+: ZnSe (850 nm FWHM) to generate sub 100fs
pulses was reported in previous works [174]. In addition, using Er-doped fiber laser (CW,
λ=1.16μm) to pump multi-crystalline Cr2+: ZnSe can generate femtosecond frequency combs
with a central wavelength λ = 2.45 μm [221]. Femtosecond frequency combs can provide
higher resolution for optical interferometer and precise spectroscopy. In addition, the comb is
used to harness the phase of the electric field in such attosecond pulses. The poly-crystalline
material has great potential to produce the compact and cost-effective mid-infrared devices
when doped. However, focusing inside ZnSe with fs pulses for n inscription is extremely
difficult due to its very high NL response, creating strong electron plasma which defocuses
converging wavefronts. Longer pulselengths and non-Gaussian, LG modes may be useful
here in reducing the effect of plasma generation.
3. Average laser power exceeding 400W handling using liquid cooled SLM. It was
speculated that exposure at average laser power exceeding 400W will not be problematic but
clearly, phase variations due to the temperature gradient on these devices needs to be
addressed and if possible, eliminated by further improved thermal engineering. If the
temperature gradient could be removed by further improved thermal cooling, then it may be
possible to achieve the full 2π phase response at <P> above 200W. Ultimately, testing these
devices with both ultrahigh peak intensities exceeding Ppeak = 50GWcm-2 combined with
multi hundred Watt average powers would be highly desirable. Scientific applications such as
NL filamentation in air for control of lightning discharges may be possible [222] where
dynamic control of phase, polarisation and orbital angular momentum of ultrahigh peak
power pulses at high repetition rate would be beneficial. Future expansion of industrial
applications in ultrahigh throughput laser marking, patterning and machining are likely when
high power laser sources are combined with polygon scanners able to achieve scan speeds on
a substrate s > 200ms-1. When combined with a high energy, high average power laser system
and optimised CGHs creating uniform or variable intensity spots massively parallel-beam
laser micro-structuring for industrial applications will be possible.
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Appendix 1
Optical-vortex simulation in MatLab environment
Plot a 3 planes of m=0 over 3λ. Calculate the gradient of z using linear function which is
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.
Plot a 3 threshold spiral vortex front (m=3) over a λ. Calculate the gradient of X-Y is




















































grid on; axis on;
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Variant Zernike correction coefficient ( ) and dynamic display rotated wavefront. The































Plot an intensity distribution of m=4. Calculate the gradient of X-Y is
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= ! ∫ = ! ∫ √20 √2 .































axis([-10 10 -10 10]);
end
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hold on; axis on;
axis([-10 10 0 0.4e10]);
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Appendix 2
Spatial-light-modulating method developing in
LabVIEW environment
Spatial Light Modulator: Hamamatsu X10468-02 ( = 775 nm, repletion rate 60 Hz)
Software Development Environment: LabVIEW Development System 6.0
Objective Software Kit: Blue Tweezer
A2.1 Rotation Vortex Phase Front
Motivation:
A spatial light modulator can modulate light lively. It would be interested to create an
animating CGH to add rotation on a vortex beam. To the author’s knowledge, few researches
have been done on the method.
Solution:
1. Add a Boolean button and a text filed on VI “interface” in order to switch rotation
“on/off” and control rotation speed respectively. The two components are illustrated
in Figure A2.1.
2. Add a global numerical variable “rotation speed” as a buffer to store speed
coefficient.
3. Go to the Block Diagram “Zernike Correction”.
4. Connect the Global Variable “rotation speed” to the terminal of a multiplier in Block
Diagram “Zernike Correction”, shown in Figure A2.2.
5. By the method, an animating CGH is created. Figure 2.3 shows 4 consequent
screenshots, showing the pursued dynamic effect.
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Figure A2.1: Two functional components are added on VI “interface”, in which the two
components are marked out by red rectangular.
Figure A2.2: Block Diagram “Zernike Correction”
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Figure A2.3 Consequent screenshot of CGHs, generated in LabVIEW environment.
A2.2 Movable Correction Field
Problem:
The original control panel (BLUETWEEZER interface) was designed to allow users to shift
CGH along vertical or horizontal directions. It is notable that the shifts are also applied on
correction-field background. The insufficient function yields much more troubles to keep two
centroids to be coincident. The background however must be kept on the centroid of SLM.
Solution:
The problem is resolved by operating separate shifts of two CGHs to compensate the off-axis
with respect to the centroid of laser beam and background.
Usage:
This app-upgrade work provides more convenience without manual adjustment of optic
devices. While specifically designed to generate vortex beam, it can be used to any
application in which CGHs (computed generated holograms) have a symmetrical pattern,
such as Bessel beam, cylindrical lens and Zernike correction.
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Figure A2.4: Two functional components are added on VI “interface”, in which the two
components are marked out by red rectangular.
.
Figure A2.5: Block Diagram “interface”
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Figure A2.6: Demonstration of compensation of correction-field movement.
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Appendix 3
Laser sources, optics and investigated materials
TABLE A3.2: BIREFRINGENCE OPTICS








- 1064 nm Intensity attenuation
¼ WAVEPLATE 1 NEWPORT 775 nm Polarization effect, spin and
OAM coupling
¼ WAVEPLATE 2# - 1064 nm Vector beam generation
¼ WAVEPLATE 2 CVI QWPO-400-
06-2-R10
Polarization effect
S- WAVEPLATE - 1064 nm Vector beam generation
GLAN-LASER
POLARIZER




TABLE A3.1: ULTRAFAST COHERENT  LIGHT  SOURCES




170 fs 1Khz 775nm 1 W Ti-Sapphire
TOPAS C 160 fs 1Khz 200nn -1500
nm
~0.2 W OPA
HIGH Q 5 ps 5Khz 1064 nm 5 W Nd-YAG
INNOSLAB 5 ps 2 MHz 1064 nm 300 W Diode-pumped
and turn key
REGA 140 fs 10Khz 800 nm 0.1 W Nd: Van
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TABLE A3.3: RETROREFLECTOR OPTICS
OPTICS MFR SPC USAGE
DIELECTRIC
COATING MIRRORS





















THORLABS Φ 25.4 mm, SC signal reflecting
TABLE A3.4: EXCUTION DEVICE
DEVICES MER SPC USAGE
CNC STAGE AEROTECH 3 axis air-bearing linear
motion
internal inscription





NEWPORT - Internal Inscription
TABLE A 3.5:  LASER POWER METER
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TABLE A3.6: INVESTIGATED MATERIALS
MATERIALS MER SORT USAGE
PMMA VISTA OPTICS polymer inscription
PMP GOODFELLOW polymer inscription
KAPTYN - polymer surface twisting
SILICA-PVA
HYBRIDS
* composite internal fabrication
SAPPHIRE - dielectric inscription
ZNSE CRYSTRAN poly crystalline inscription
SUS316 - metal alloy plasmon structuring
TITANIUM - metal alloy plasmon structuring
BRASS ON
STEEL




LAMBDAPHYSIK laser dye internal twist
(* TEOS, silver nitride and PVA are provided by Sigma-Aldrich.)
Transmittance spectra of several polymer materials and Glass
Notes: this figure is courtesy to MITSU CHEMICAL AMERICA, retrieved (14/05/2018)
from https://www.mitsuichemicals.com/tpx_cha.htm
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Transmittance spectrum of ZnSe
Notes: this figure is courtesy to THORLABS, retrieved (14/05/2018) from
http://www.thorlabs.com
Transmittance spectrum of Sapphire
Notes: this figure is courtesy to ESCO optics, retrieved (14/05/2018) from
https://escooptics.com on 14/05/2018
